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Manning details industry hurdles
Kemmerich's locating
in Murray hits snag
with building specs
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Pictured from left, Dylan Carroll, an MSU student and
transportation worker from Hopkinsville, takes a diet
Mountain Dew from June Siegrist, of Murray, at the Pony
Express food truck, which is stationed at Facilities
Management for breakfast Monday through Friday from
915-10 a.m.

The Murray Calloway County Economic
Development Corporation is still in the
process of negotiating the construction costs
of an automotive parts plant off of US.641.
In December, Kemmerich USA LP, a
German automotive parts company, was
granted preliminary approval for a $3 million tax incentive by the Kentucky Cabinet
for Economic 'Development through the
Kentucky Business Investment Program for

a new location in Calloway
formal
A
County.
announcement was made
the following month in
Murray with Gov. Steve
Beshear, the KCED, the
Valley
Tennessee
Authority, local elected
officials and FAX' board
members
EDC President Mark
Manning said the negotiations with the company and the EDC,TVA
and KCED have gotten more difficult
recently because Kemmerich is asking for a
more expensive facility than was originally
agreed upon.
"We have run into a problem with the
Kemmerich project, and it's one we hope we
can work out, hut it's also one of those situ-

ations where we can only do so much,"
Manning said. "At the end of the day. we
have a responsibility not only to bring jobs
to the community, but we also have a
responsibility to be fiscally responsible with
the resources that we put into economic
development. In other words, we try not to
make bad deals."
The original deal the EDC had in place
with Kemmerich was that the company
would provide a set of plans for a $6 million
facility at the Murray West Industrial Park,
Manning said. The FIX' would then bid the
project out, build the facility and lease it
back to Kemmerich. After a 15-20-year
period. the building would then belong to
Kemmerich after the capital lease had been

•See Page 3

Pony Express offers food
to those pressed for time

CUBS guests
talk YNL,Get
Connected,
cancer study

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
Students and faculty at Murray State University are catching a
freshly prepared meal courtesy of the "Pony Express" food
truck, a service underway this semester and provided by MSU
Dining Services.
Paula Amols, director of dining services and- Racer
Hospitality, said the idea to bring a mobile facility to the university spurned from a pressing need, as requests for food service
from students and faculty meeting in the science complex.
Alexander Hall and other campus satellites began mounting last
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

year.
While locations such as Faculty Hall and the College of
Business have food carts available in the lobbies,Amols said the
science complex and Alexander Hall don't really have the space
to host kiosks with fresh, made-to-order food.
"I realized there were some other buildings at the edges of
campus where staff and faculty in particular didn't have easy or
quick access to our main dining locations," Amols said. "A
mobile food truck seemed to be the answer."
Jeremiah Johnson, Student Government Association president,
said over the years he had heard similar concerns from students
and faculty who tried to combine a day full of classes and time
for lunch, but were unsuccessful.
"For many years, individuals in the biology, chemistry and
education buildings had 10-15 minutes between classes for
lunch," Johnson said."What would happen is they would run to
the business food cart, library cart or off campus and try to make

II See Page 3

1-24/1-69 work zones scheduled to
come down for Labor Day Holiday
Special to the Ledger
Drivers traveling through western Kentucky on Interstate 24
and Interstate 69 will be getting a holiday break from work zone
restrictions starting Friday, according to Keith Todd, public
information officer with the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's
District One and District Two.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and contractors working
on a number of construction and pa% ing projects along 1-24 and
1-69 plan to pull all work zones for the Labor Day holiday driv-

•See Page 3
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AMS
Thursday: Mostly sunny
with a high near 93 Light and
variable wind
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 72.
Calm wind

Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 93 Calm wind
Friday Night: Mostly clear
with a low around 71 Calm
wind
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 94 Light south
wind
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 71
Light south southeast wind
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 92 South southwest wind 3 to 5 mph
Night: Partly
Sunday
cloudy, with a low around 71
Monday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Mostly sunny with a high near
90.
Monday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger g Times
DeRigne. a junior student
Rosemary
:
SESSION
ANOTHER
FOR
GETTING READY
Pongo, a 10-year-old
from Chesterfield, Mo., places the rigging on the head of her horse,
State University
Murray
the
at
Appaloosa breed, Wednesday afternoon inside a barn
and calls him
five
years
for
Pongo
had
has
Equine Center prior to a ride. DeRigne said she
one
into
rolled
all
friend"
her "psychiatrist, gym and best

• The new director of Youth
and Non-profit Leadership at
Murray State University was
introduced to attendees of
Wednesday's Calloway United
Benevolent Services (CUBS)
meeting.
Kenny Taylor comes to MSU
from the University of Texas at
Austin. He said he is originally
from Chicago and previously
lived in Kentucky for six years
when he studied at Bellarmine
University in Louisville. He
said that this year. MSU is
planning to change the YNL
program's name to "non-profit
leadership studies" to fit more
with the program's broad
objectives.
Melissa Ross, health promotions .coordinator for MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
informed attendees on a
national study known as
Cancer Prevention Study 3.
She said this is the third in a
decades-spanning landmark
series of cancer studies, the
first of which famously proved
the link between cancer and
smoking. MCCH's goal is to
sign up 3(X) people to participate. but Ross said it was currently falling short of that
number. She encouraged people to sign up this week
because MCCH's staffing for
the study will be set based on
the ntimber of %olunteers they

•See Page 3

NCH Board approves food program renewal
last year we received $10,962. That's just
tremendous for us, but it requires the
board's approval and we do very much wish
board. Her
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital for it to continue," Ray told the
vote
unanimous
a
with
answered
was
plea
Board of Trustees took action on a measure
measure.
the
of
favor
in
profood
care
day
a
involving renewal of
Ray then continued her Patient Care/PI
gram during its monthly meeting
by informing those present that the
report
Wednesday afternoon.
laboratory staff had received its
MCCH
Care
Patient
of
president
Lisa Ray. vice
from an assessServices, asked for the vote after informing annual snap-inspection visit
she said,
visit,
That
n.
organizatio
ment
conto
the board that a vote was necessary
deficiency.
one
just
in
resulted
the
with
t
involvemen
hospital's
tinue the
"And that was corrected within just 10
United States Department of Agriculture
Ray reported. noting that the
minutes,"
is
that
Program
Child and Adult Care Food
from the previous year had
inspection
same
Department
Kentucky
the
by
d
administere
of deficiency. "The
findings
two
in
resulted
of Education. MCCH's Shared Care Adult
that visit was very
for
here
was
that
person
with
participates
Day Health Care program
Plus he is saying
lab
our
of
ary
compliment
operation.
the USDA
next year, so
none
for
track
on
were
we
that
"We do get supplements from this and,
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Irresistible
Family Fun!

4 Quart
Ice Cream Maker

we are sery escAted about these findings."
***
Keith Travis. vice president of
Institutional Development, told the board
Wednesday that today's 3rd annual MurrayCalloway Endowment for Healthcare Golf
Classic should generate approximately
$20,000.
Travis said 147 players are slated to participate at Oaks Country Club, after a threeperson team joined the fray Tuesday. He
also said three businesses came forward
Tuesday to say they will be hole sponsors.
raising the total to 103. Last year's tournament attracted 100 players and 66 hole
sponsors and raised about $11.000 for the
ongoing pursuit of establishing the
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Wednesday march •Manning...
on Washington
recalls MLK dream
From Front

By NANCY BENAC and SUZANNE GAMBOA
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Taking stock of progress both made and
still to come. Americans of all backgrounds and colors massed on
the National Mall on Wednesday to hear President Barack Obama
and civil rights pioneers commemorate Dr. Martin Luther King's "I
Have a Dream" speech on the same spot where he gave unforgettable voice to the struggle for racial equality 50 years earlier.
It was a moment rich with history and symbolism: the first black
president poised to stand where King first sketched his dream.
Marchers opened the damp day by walking the streets of
Washington behind a replica of the transit bus that Rosa Parks once
rode when she refused to give up her seat to a white man.
Midafternoon, the same bell was to ring that once hung in the 16th
Street Baptist Church in Birmingham. Ala., before the church was
bombed in 1963.
Former presidents Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton were part of the
lineup, too, with George W. Bush sending a statement of support.
Oprah Winfrey, Forest Whitaker and Jamie Foxx led the celebrity
contingent.
Setting an energetic tone for the day, civil rights veteran Andrew
Young. a former U.N. ambassador and congressman, sang an
anthem of the civil rights movement and urged the crowd to join in
as he belted out: "I woke up this morning with my mind stayed on
freedom." He ended his remarks by urging the crowd to "fight on."
Civil rights activist Myrlie Evers Williams, whose husband
Medgar Evers was murdered in 1963, said that while the country
"has certainly taken a turn backwards" on civil rights she was energized to move forward. She said in today's world there is too much
emphasis on individuality and how people can reach their own personal goals.
She challenged a new generation of parents and leaders to work
on community building, saying "it is your problem."
King's eldest son. Martin Luther King III, said blacks can rightfully celebrate his father's life and work,and the election of the first
black president. but much more work remains. He spoke on NBC's
"Today" show of staggering unemployment among young black
men and said that even now, drawing on his father's words,"many
young people, it seems, are first judged by their color and then the
content of their character."
Organizers of the rally broadened the focus well beyond racial
issues, bringing speakers forward to address the environment, gay
rights, the challenges facing the disabled and more.
NBA legend Bill Russell told the crowd he'd been at the 1963
march as an "interested bystander," and quipped with a smile, "It's
nice to be anywhere 50 years later."
Turning serious, he added: "You only register progress by how far
you have to go.... The fight has just begun and we can never accept
the status quo until the word.'progress' is taken out of our vocabulary." •
Large crowds thronged to the Lincoln Memorial, where King,
with soaring, rhythmic oratory and a steely countenance, pleaded
with Americans to come together to stomp out racism and create a
land of opportunity for all.
Slate gray skies gave way to sunshine briefly peeking from the
clouds as the "Let Freedom Ring" commemoration unfolded. After
that, a steady rain.
Among faces in the crowd: lawyer 011ie Cantos of Arlington, Va.,
there with his 14-year-old triplets Leo. Nick and Steven. All four
are blind, and they moved through the crowd with their hands on
each other's shoulders, in a makeshift train.
Cantos, who is Filipino, said he brought his sons to help teach
them the continuing fight for civil rights.
Also joining the day's events were Lynda Bird Johnson Robb.
daughter of Lyndon Johnson, the president who signed the 1964
Civil Rights Act and the 1965 Voting Rights Act, and Rep. John
Lewis, D-Ga.,a longtime leader in civil rights battles.
Obama considers the 1963 march a "seminal event" and part of
his generation's "formative memory." A half-century after the
march, he said, is a good time to reflect on how far the country has
come and how far it still has to go.
In an interview Tuesday on Tom Joyner's radio show.Obama said
he imagines that King "would be amazed in many ways about the
progress that we've made." He listed advances such as equal rights
before the law, an accessible judicial system,thousands of AfricanAmerican elected officials, African-American CEOs and the doors
the civil rights movement opened for Latinos, women and gays
"1 think he would say it was a glorious thing." he said.
But Obama noted that King's speech was also about jobs and justice.
"When it comes to the economy, when it comes to inequality,
when it comes to wealth, when it comes to the challenges that inner
cities experience, he would say that we have not made as much
progress as the civil and social progress that we've made, and that
it's not enough just to have a black president. it's not enough just to
have a black syndicated radio show host," the president said.
Bush, in a statement, said Obama's presidency is a story that
reflects "the promise of America" and "will help us honor the man
who inspired millions to redeem that promise." A spokesman said
the former president declined to attend because he was recovering
from a recent heart procedure.

fulfilled, he said
Manning said the EDC
obtained the $6 million in
financing through various state
and federal programs to prepare
to move forward with the projsaid
However, he
ect.
Kemmerich then delivered
plans for a building that would
cost approximately $12 million.
The bids came back at the
expected high price, and the
EDC board realized that they
would have to find a way to
reduce the scope of the building
and also come up with additional funds.
Manning said he went back to
Kemmerich. the KCED and the
TVA and was able to arrange for
an additional $2 million for construction on the condition that
Kemmerich's parent company
would agree to be the guarantor
on the funds.
"We just simply couldn't put
that much money at risk and do
it in a situation where the company could walk away with no
liability," Manning said. "So
that's where we are. We've
asked the company to provide
some additional assurances. At
this point in time, it appears that
they have some reluctance to do
that. So the ball's kind of in
their court. We still want to do
the project, we still think it's a
good project, but we simply
can't, even if we wanted to,
come up with that kind of
money unless the company is
willing to put what I would call
'some skin in the game."

•Pony Express...
Manning said the EDC has
arranged for up to $8 million in
construction costs if the parent
company were to provide the
corporate guarantees for which
the EDC has asked, but that if
the building ended up costing
more than that, the company
would need to make up the difference. He said he wanted to
inform the public of the negotiation obstacles now because of
how many questions he was getting about when construction
would start and he wanted to
prepare people in case the EDC
and Kemmerich weren't able to
reach a final agreement.
Manning added that none of
the Kemmerich negotiations
affected iwis, the other German
automotive company that will
be starting production in
Murray in the next two years.
The company has already taken
possession of the former
Webasto plant on U.S. 641
North, as evidenced by the illuminated sign on the side of the
building. although Manning
said its contract with General
Motors does not really gear up
until 2015.
"For the next 8-12 months, 1
expect them to do some construction/modification on the
building, build the equipment
(they actually build the equipment themselves) and perhaps
put together a management
team," Manning wrote in an
email. "I do not expect them to
start hiring hourly people until
early to mid 2014."

From Front
it back for their next class,
which is almost impossible."
Johnson said a further convenience to the food cart is the
acceptance of food credit called Flex Dollars - and credit
cards, making things simpler
and more accessible for people
on-the-go.
While dining locations such as
the T-Room and Winslow
Dining Hall have unique menu
items available, Amols said the
food truck is no exception, as
Bacon
the "Boom-Boom
Burger." "Monterey Chicken
Wrap" and "Tex-Mex Chicken
Wrap" can only be found at the
Pony Express.
Amols said all of the food
served is prepared and cooked
on the truck, which is she said is
just as much a kitchen with
wheels as it is a point-of-sale.
Complete with a grill. fryers.
refrigeration, warming cabinets,
steam table, refrigerated prep
tables and more, she said every
order is made on the spot.

MCCH Board...
From Front

tions to come hear about cancer
and know about cancer." Ross
have. She said the historic study said.
United Way's former execuwould answer questions about
cancer that would greatly bene- tive director, Aaron Dail, who
started Monday as the new presfit people for decades to come.
"It's not something that's ident/CEO of the Murray
going to help me or you, but it's Calloway County Chamber of
going to help our kids and our Commerce, filled in for interim
hopefully, director Amy Gannon to update
grandkids, and
there's going to be that little CUBS attendees on Get
piece of information that they're Connected. The online applicagoing to be able to pull out of tion, which connects potential
this study that's going to change volunteers with non-profit
the way we see cancer, and it's organizations in the area, is
going to change what genera- located at volunteermurray.org.

From Front

WETHINK

"It's still very early in the
semester to fully gauge student •
reaction to the truck, but so fart
its very positive," she said.1
"There's a lot of excitement and
buzz about it."
Like other campus auxiliaries - housing and the university store, for example - Amols
said funding for ideas like the
truck comes from reinvestments
made through dining services,
as all expenses must be covered
by revenue generated in operations.
A priority for this year's budget. Amols said, was the food
truck - next summer,it will be a
new HVAC system at Winslow
to improve working conditions
for staff, dining experience for
customers and energy efficiency
for the building.
For more information about
menus, pricing, location and
times of operation, visit
www.murraystate.edu/dining,
@MSUPONYEXfollow
PRESS on Twitter.

Residential Hospice House on
the west side of Murray.
That project will also receive a
boost in September when a
Murray
through
telethon
Electric System airs. Travis said
the final arrangements on that
event were set late Tuesday with
Independence Bank serving as
the sponsor.
Travis said additional details
will be coming soon.
The hospital's balanced scorecard showed that patient satisfaction continues to be strong
point. Latest figures show
MCCH registering an 88.8,
which is seven-tenths of a point
above last year.
Hospital CEO Jerry Penner
also touched on the category
that focuses on the hospital
being a "financially secure
organization." The latest figures
showed an operating margin of
2.2 percent, which was revealed

in the monthly financial statement during Tuesday's meeting
Finance
board
the
of
Committee. That was up from 10.05 percent in June.
"We had a good uptick in
resource control, and that's a
real credit to all of our directors
in the various departments,"
Penner said.
Other financial numbers
receiving attention included a
drop in bad debt from 14.59 percent in June to 9.23 percent in
July. Also. while MCCH was
$764,000 unfavorable to budget
in gross patient revenues in July,
this was scene as a strong
improvement after that number
showed a $2.8 million loss in
June. Also, the hospital spent
right at $8.9 million for expenses in July, which was $498,000
below the budgeted figure for
the month. Comptroller Gail
Arnold sairfthis was $6 million
under last Year's figures. which
Penner also applauded, crediting department heads.

-

FAIR AND
HONEST
BANKING

IS JUST
COMMON
SENSE.
Danny Evitts
President
I.oan Officer
111

•Work zones...
Tuesday, Sept. 3, the Interstate
24 work zone between the 38-45
ing pernxi.
mile marker in Lyon County
Todd said three major work will not. Rehabilitation work
zones for highway rehabilitation along that section is substantialprojects along 1-24 through ly completed. The contractor
Kentucky running from the 10- plans to complete the remaining
16 mile marker in McCracken finish work with short lane
County. the 38-45 milt marker restrictions and shoulder restricin Lyon County, and the 86-93 tions as needed over the next
mile marker in Christian County several weeks.
Todd said while all travel
will be taken-down by noon on
work
possible,
will be open at these localanes
Friday. Where
zones will come down on tions, motorists are advised to
use appropriate caution due to
Thursday afternoon, he added.
Another work zone for paving the increased traffic volume
along Interstate 69 from the 71- during the holiday travel peri78 mile marker in Lyon and od.
Kentucky's highway death toll
Caldwell counties will also
2013 currently stands at 401
for
come down.
that's 83 fewer than
fatalities,
zones
work
the
of
While most
will go back up at 6 a.m., on this date last year, he said.

From Front
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National
MSU veterinary News
in Brief
center reports
Fort Hood gunman sentenced to death
deadly equine case
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Laboratory tests confirmed
what is believed to be the first
case of a deadly equine disease
in the state of Kentucky since
2008.
Dr. Wade Northington, director of Murray State University's
Breathitt Veterinary Center in
Hopkinsville, said Wednesday
that a horse that died Aug. 18,
shortly after being brought to
the center, was diagnosed with
eastern equine encephalitis. The
Kentucky Veterinary Medical
Association said the horse came
from Hart County in the southcentral part of the state.
"The horse was exhibiting the
symptoms when it was brought
here," Dr. Northington said. "It
was drowsy, not eating and also
exhibiting what is known as
ataxia, which describes that the
animal is stumbling while walking and very uncoordinated.
"We performed many tests
and one of those tests was for
eastern equine encephalitis and
we had those sent immediately
to the National Veterinary
Services Laboratory in Ames,
Iowa, which confirmed the
diagnosis on Friday."
Northington said EEE is basically terminal for any horse that
contracts the diseases, as there
is no treatment to counteract its
effects. He also said that, as of
now,no other horses at Breathitt
are showing signs of the dis-

ease.
"I really think this is a onetime case ... certainly we're
anyway,"
so
hoping
Northington said, explaining
how EEE is spread. "It's from
mosquitos, but this is a bit of an
unusual thing here in Kentucky.
You usually see this in places
like the Deep South and Texas;
it's a little bit unusual to see it
this far north.
"Certainly we are concerned
about this. Kentucky's equine
industry is one of the biggest
parts to our state's economy so
this is definitely something
we're going to watch closely.
We have sent notices out to
horse owners throughout the
state to be on the lookout."
Northington also said other
diseases present similar symptoms to EEE, which is why taking a horse suffering from such
signs to a veterinarian immediately is a must.
"And those diseases are treatable, so you really need to have
a horse seen as soon as possible
because it may not be eastern
equine encephalitis that's causing it," he said."As far as prevention, you definitely want to
maintain a good insect control
program. That's the main way
this is spread so if you can cut
that off, you should improve
your chances of keeping your
horses from getting it."

Obama says Butler' made him tear up
—
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Barack Obama says he
got teary while watching "Lee
Daniels' The Butler," a movie
about a black White House servant
who worked for several presidents.
Obama says he reflected on the
effects of discrimination on a generation of people. He says that
g4eration displayed dignity and
tenacity and,quote."put up with a

whole lot of mess because they
hoped for something better for
their kids."
Obama said White House butlers
have been kind and warm to his
family. He suspects that part of it is
they look at his daughters, Malia
and Sasha, and they say, quoting,
"Well, this looks like my grandbaby or this looks like my daughter."

Obitua
Betty Lot

FORT HOOD,Texas(AP) — A military jury on Wednesday sentenced Maj. Nidal Hasan to death for the 2009 shooting rampage at
Fort Hood, handing the Army psychiatrist the ultimate punishment
after a trial in which he seemed to be courting martyrdom by making almost no effort to defend himself.
The rare military death sentence came nearly four years after the
attack that stunned even an Army hardened by more than a decade
of constant war. Hasan walked into a medical building where soldiers were getting medical checkups, shouted "Allahu akbar" —
Arabic for "God is great!" — and opened fire with a laser-sighted
handgun. Thirteen people were killed.
Hasan, who said he acted to protect Islamic insurgents abroad
from American aggression, had no visible reaction when the sentence was announced.
The same jurors who convicted Hasan last week deliberated the
sentence for about two hours.They needed to agree unanimously on
the death penalty. The only alternative was life in prison without
parole.
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Judge refuses to suspend BP payments

Robinson pays tribute to
Motown's chief of charm

NEW ORLEANS(AP) — A federal judge has rejected BPs latest
request to suspend settlement payments to Gulf Coast residents and
businesses while a former FBI director leads an independent investigation of the program, which compensates victims of the company's 2010 oil spill.
U.S. District Judge Carl Barbiees order Wednesday says an internal probe by the claims administrator's office didn't find credible
evidence of fraud involving employees of the settlement program's
claims center in Mobile, Ala.
BP said it received a tip that someone who worked at the center
helped people submit fraudulent claims in exchange for some of the
settlement money.
In July, Barbier rejected an earlier request by BP to suspend payments after appointing former FBI director Louis Freeh to investigate possible misconduct by a lawyer who worked on the settlement
program.

Prosecution rests in baby killing trial
MARIETTA, Ga.(AP) — The prosecution has rested its case in
the trial of a man accused of fatally shooting a baby in a stroller in
coastal Georgia.
De'Marquise Elkins is charged with murder in the March 21
killing of 13-month-old Antonio Santiago in Brunswick. His mother, Karimah Elkins, is on trial alongside him on charges of evidence
tampering and lying to police.
Lawyers for De'Marquise and Karimah Elkins said earlier this
week that they expect to take about two days to present their witnesses and evidence.
Prosecutors say that Antonio was killed in an attempted robbery
and that evidence implicates De'Marquise Elkins. The baby's mother was wounded in the shooting.

'Everything but the pews' stolen from church
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) — A longtime member of a
Massachusetts church says thieves have ransacked the house of
worship, taking "everything but the pews."
Bernadine Smith says the thieves entered the Holy Temple Church
of God in Christ in Springfield sometime last week and snatched an
organ, communion dishes, the PA system. microphone stands, furniture, silverware and other items. She estimates the losses at
$150,000.

PA girl starts new chapter after lung transplants

FOOD GIANT

NEWTOWN SQUARE, Pa.
(AP) — After six months in a
hospital and two lung transplants, an 11 -year-old suburban
Philadelphia girl returned home
to face challenges new and old.
Sarah Mumaghan will endure
physical theim, weekly hospital check-ups and efforts to
wean her from a machine that
helps her breathe.
She'll also be starting fifth
grade, even if it's at home with
visiting teachers.
"I think the disease cystic
fibrosis makes fighters out of
kids. She's spent her whole life
fighting," Janet Murnaghan
told reporters Tuesday outside
her Newtown Square home.
where her daughter returned to
find bright balloons, excited
neighbors, and a throng of
reporters who had chronicled
the family's fight against
national transplant rules.
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By JEFF KAROUB
Associated Press
DETROIT(AP) — She didn't sing a note or write a lick of a
lyric, but Smokey Robinson contends that Maxine Powell was as
essential to Motown Records' operation as the legendary label's
songwriters, producers and musicians.
Powell was in charge of the artists' personal development. And
Robinson, a bard of the American romantic songbook and one of
the chief architects of "the Motown sound" produced in Detroit
from the late 1950s to the early '70s, paid tribute to Powell on
Monday night during an invitation-only event at the former
Hitsville. U.S.A.,studio in Detroit that now serves as the Motown
Historical Museum.
"She was such an important. integral part of what we were doing
here at Motown," said Robinson. who has upcoming Michigan
gigs in the Detroit area and Grand Rapids and is working on an
album of duets with various artists due out next year.
"It didn't matter who you became during the course of your
career — how many hits you had, how well your name was
known around the world," Robinson said. "Two days a week when
you were back in Detroit you had to go to artists' development. It
was mandatory. You went there and learned so many things about
being in show businesses."
Powell directed the label's Artists Development Department, also
known as "Motown's Finishing School." She guided many,including Robinson's Miracles, the Jackson Five and the Supremes. "
She emphasized how artists should carry themselves, treat people and dress. And the training school was the only one of its kind
offered at any record label, according to Powell and Motown
founder Berry Gordy Jr., who paid tribute to her via videotape.
Gordy joked that he still remembers many of Powell's aphorisms.
including "Do not protrude the buttocks," and "Do not confuse me
with your parents — they're stuck with you. I'm not."
"You had style," Gordy said. "You gave them class."
Powell came to Detroit from her native Chicago, where she had
been an actress and dramatic reader. She opened a finishing and
modeling school in Detroit, believing, as she says, she "could offer
some class and style to Detroit."
The lessons have long since stuck with singer Martha Reeves,
who said she retained Powell during her four-year term on the
Detroit City Council that ended in 2009. Powell visited schools
and retirement homes to develop poise and pride in students and
residents. Reeves said.
Reeves remembered going through those lessons with her group.
The Vandellas, alongside the Supremes and others.
"We thought we knew everything because we could sing and
dance, but she taught us how to stand and how to carry ourselves.
Reeves said. "She made a difference in all of our lives."
Powell, who adamantly refuses to reveal her age but is well int()
her 90s. told the crowd that she "will teach until there's no breath
left in my body."
"I love all the Motown artists," she said. "This has been a bless
ing. 1 thank God for allowing me to be here."

Holiday Closing
The Calloway County Judicial Building will be closed
Monday, Sept. 2, for Labor Day. The Circuit Clerk's office, the
Driver's License office and all other offices in the Judicial
Building will be closed.
All office in the Judicial Building will reopen at 8 a.m..
Tuesday, Sept. 3.
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Mediation halts Marshall trial
before it comes to Calloway

Kenneth "Skip" Keel, 78, of Murray, Ky., died Tuesday. Aug 27,
2013, at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Betty Lou Burcham
He was born Feb. 21,1935,in Calloway County to the late Ira and
Betty Lou Burcham, 80, of Clinton, Ky., died Wednesday. Aug.
Ethel Cook Keel. He had worked for Tappan and
28, 2013, at 12:10 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
was a retired car salesman.
She was born July 25, 1933 in South Fulton, Tenn. She was a
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
homemaker and a member of the Oakton Baptist Church in Clinton,
death by his wife, Doris Balentine Keel; son,
Staff Report
where she served as church secretary for many years.
Donnie Keel; three brothers, Carl, Fred and Bill
A Calloway County jury will not hear the case of a Marshall
She was preceded in death by her husband,Joe Burcham; her parBritt
Sue
and
Easley
Bronzie
Keel; and two sisters,
man facing a charge of murder in connection to a 2012
County
ents, Mance! E. and Ara Ann Rawls Roach; a great-granddaughter;
Jacobs.
near
Calvert City.
wreck
one brother; and six sisters.
Mr. Keel is survived by two daughters, Elaine
h Attorney Mark Blankenship said Wednesday
Commonwealt
She is survived by two daughters, Beth Branstetter an husband,
Parker and husband, Darren, of Murray, and
session Tuesday resulted in a plea agreemediation
five-hour
a
that
Larry, of Baxter. Tenn., and Nancy Jo Burcham, of Almo; two
Rhonda Sanders and husband, Travis, of
of Gilbertsville, who will serve at least
24,
Burkeen,
Cory
ment
for
grandchildren, Joey Mehr and wife, Nicci, of Murray, and Becky
Hurricane, Utah; one son, Danny Keel and wife,
Keel
The agreement amends a wanton
sentence.
10-year
a
of
85
percent
Mehr Williams and husband, Cheston, of Nashville, Tenn.; three
Penny,of Vidor. Texas; one brother, Max Keel and
degree and removes one of two
2nd
to
murder charge manslaughter
great-grandchildren; and two sisters, Jo Ann Ferguson,of Memphis. wife, Marie, of Murray; nine grandchildren, Kennady Parker, of
while merging two wanton endangercharges,
degree
1st
assault
Tenn., and Dortha Yates,of South Fulton,Tenn.
Murray, Nicole Parker, of Murray, Elizabeth Parker. of Murray, ment 1st degree charges.
A memorial service will be held Friday. Aug. 30. 2013, at 5 p.m. Owen Sanders, of Hurricane, Utah, Griffin Sanders, of Hurricane,
Former Calloway Circuit Judge David Buckingham oversaw the
at Oakton Baptist Church in Clinton, with the Rev. Ricky Harrison Utah, Holly Rushing, of Murray, Derek Keel, of Murray, Brittany
process.
mediation
officiating. Burial will follow in Oakwood Cemetery.
McCabe.of Vidor,Texas,and David Keel,of Vidor,Texas; and four
was allegedly driving one of two vehicles involved in
Burkeen
Visitation will be held Friday. Aug. 30,2013,from 3:30-5 p.m. at great-grandchildren.
the wreck that occurred on Memorial Day night 2012. Five people
the church.
Graveside services will be held at 10 a.m. Friday, Aug. 30,2013, were injured, including Landon Lovett, 19,of Benton, who died in
Online condolences may be made at www.hornbeakfuner- at the New Jenny Ridge Cemetery.
November,several months after the wreck. The wreck also resultalchapel.com. Arrangements are being handled by Hornbeak
Visitation will be held Thursday. Aug. 29,2013,from 5-8 p.m. at ed in serious injuries for Shane McKenty,21,of Benton.
Funeral Chapel.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Judge Dennis Foust had authorized a change of venue for the trial
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- earlier this month from Marshall Circuit Court in Benton to
Greg Curry
home.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill Calloway Circuit in Murray. Jury selection for that trial was schedGreg Curry,51, of Murray, Ky., died Wednesday. Aug. 28, 2013, Funeral Home.
uled for late September with a provision also included that jury
at 7:10 a.m. at his home.
selection would be conducted in Trigg Circuit Court in Cadiz had
He was born March 4, 1962. in Detroit, Mich. He was of the
the selection not succeeded in Murray.
Baptist faith and was a roofer at Swift Roofing Co.
Both the defense and prosecution had asked for the change of
He was preceded in death by his stepfather, Bill Slater.
venue,feeling a fair trial was not possible in Marshall.
Mr. Curry is survived by his wife,Terri (Blair) Curry, to whom he
Burkeen will now be sentenced Sept. 16 in Benton,it was reportwas married Oct. 18, 1980; two daughters, Aliza Grace Curry and
ed.
Faith Curry, both of Murray; mother, Patricia (Thacker) Slater, of
Individuals facing charges are presumed innocent until proven
people face when taking these
Wingo; father and stepmother, Tolby and Carol Curry. of Fenton, By EDWARD MARLOWE
guilty.
Writer
first steps, however, are the lanMich.; brothers, Mike Curry,of Murray,Ricky Curry and wife, Lisa, Staff
Long-time financial and chari- guage barriers between tax pracof Lynnville. Billy Slater and wife, Candie, of Wingo, Tim Curry
Mark Weaver
and wife,!Ionia,of Grand Blanc, Mich.,and Jamie Curry,of Fenton. table planner
titioners, fiduciaries and benevisit this week
second
his
made
of
Blair,
Alma
and
Charles
.
Mich.; father- and mother-in-law
the Oaks factors of money, which Weaver
Clinton; brother-in-law, Tim Blair and wife, Lisa, of South Fulton, in as many months to
what said can cause some people not
Tenn.; sister-in-law,Tina Simons and husband. Ron,of Springfield, Country Club, continuing
will be a four-part series on to act on sound financial advice.
Va.; and several nieces and nephews.
legacy
Furthermore, Weaver said
Services will be held at 1 p.m. Friday, Aug. 30,2013,at Blalock- "planned giving" and
Judge denies request to dismiss lawsuit
funding.
the
and
Coleman & York Funeral Home, with the Rev. Joey Adair
more often than not,the converJACKSON,Ky.(AP) — A judge has refused the state
Invited by the MurrayRev. Charles Blair officiating. Burial will follow in Murray
sation of"what someone is pas- Department of Education's request to dismiss a lawsuit filed
Community
County
Calloway
Memorial Gardens.
sionate about" is never held against it by an eastern Kentucky school district.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 29,2013. at Foundation, The United Way of
WYMT-TV reports Breathitt Circuit Judge Frank Allen Fletcher
Murray-Calloway County and between planners and trustees,
the funeral home.
on Tuesday that the case should proceed, but both sides
ruled
County
oway
Murray-Call
the
and the lack of a plan leads to
Serving as active pallbearers will be Mike Curry, Ricky Curry,
should work toward reaching an out-of-court settlement.
for
Endowment
Hospital
Billy Slater. Jamie Curry,Tim Curry and Gary Govern.
the demise of generational busiThe lawsuit seeks to put control of the Breathitt County school
Serving as honorary pallbearers will be Ryan Curry, Michael Healthcare. Weaver spoke to a nesses and families who had
back into local hands.district
contingent
non-profit
strong
Thomas Curry. Curtis Curry, Branden Curry, Brandon Brown and
amassed moderate amounts of
The Kentucky Board of Education gave management of the
as
more
learn
to
wanting
Daniel Simons.
Appalachian school district to the state last year after audits found
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Murray-Calloway Weaver put it - about "leaving capital.
in disarray.
in
family
and
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to
more
Referencing quotes from for- management and finances
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lawsuit says Education Commissioner Terry Holliday took
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away the right of elected school board members to have a say in
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to wealth - especially with trusts said two of the biggest changes
and estates - are estate taxes, being observed in the retirement Woman charged with collecting in scam
Clifton Luffman
BEREA, Ky.(AP) — Police in Berea have arrested a woman
taxes, community are longevity and
Clifton Lutt man, 75, of Dover, Tenn., formerly of Keniana in income taxes, inheritance
say was fraudulently collecting money.
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Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico. Inc
Pfizer. Inc.
Regions Financial
Sears Holding Corp
Time Warner
US Bancorp
WellPoint. Inc
Wal-Mar1

182.16 - 0.58
.2233+ 0.16
36.40 --40.71 + 0.22
96.08+ 1.24
.47.09 - 0.02
13 05 .0.18
12.76 - 0.41
7937 + 031
28.21 + 0.21
9.44 - 0.03
40.80 + 0.26
.60.98 - 0.24
16.11 —
.8483 - 0.24
7238 - 0.48

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (L-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800 444.1854
Hours. 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Al-F
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Lodge marks 175th
anniversary today
Special to the Ledger
Murray Masonic Lodge #105
will hold an open house celebrating the 175th anniversary of
chartering of the organization on
Thursday, Aug. 29, from 4-6
p.m. at the lodge, located at
2036 State Route 121 North.
lite public is invited to attend.
For more information, call 9783729.

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The second annual Hatfield-McCoy
GeoTrail Event will be celebrated Labor Day weekend in Pike
County and West Virginia.
The event is a commemoration of the historic feud. It begins
Friday, Aug. 30, with the popular Stolen Pig Roast.
The Kentucky Tourism Cabinet says interest in the Hatfield and
McCoy feud has significantly increased over the last two years,
due in part to the miniseries that aired on the History Channel.
Last year, geocachers from several states visited eastern
Kentucky and West Virginia to take part in the event.
All of the caches along the trail are designed to be family friendly, and finders of all ages and experience levels are invited to
come out for the event.
More information can be found at http://www.hatfieldmccoygeotrail.com.

Full Line of
Pet Supplies.
Food, Litter, Treats, Toys,
Leashes, Bowls & More!

MURRAY HOME B AUTO
Chestnut St. • 753-2571 • www.murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Sat. 7:30 a.m.-12 p.m.
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Red Cross blood drive set
An American Red Cross blood drive will be
held Friday. Aug. 30, from 10 am. to 2 p.m. at
Walmart of Murray. For more informatitirvisit
www.redcrossblood.org or call 1 -800-REDCROSS.

District board to meet
Datebook
Kale Dorm,

Community
editor

The Calloway County Extension District
Board will meet Thursday. Aug. 29, at 12 p.m.
in the Calloway County Extension Office meeting room. This will be an open meeting.

Genealogy help offered

Ann Uddberg, an experienced genealogist, will be available to
help those interested in researching family genealogy Saturday.
Aug. 31,from 1:30-4 p.m. at Pogue Library, located on the Murray
State University campus. She has assisted several persons in
researching their family history as the Registrar of the local Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution.

MHS Class of'63 to hold reunion

The 1963 graduating class of Murray High School will hold its
50-year reunion Friday, Aug. 30, and Saturday, Aug. 31. Friday
events will include a meal at the Big Apple Café followed by the
Murray High/Calloway football game. Saturday will include a
breakfast at Murray Middle School. luncheon, golf and a dinner
meal. Members of the class who have not been contacted should call
Walter Blackburn at 753-5600.

Palestine UMC to hold talent show
Bearden and Philpot

Mrs. Hattie Bridges Fort-Hammortree
Mrs. Hattie Bridges Fort-Hammortree, of Cadiz, will be the
guest of honor at a reception celebrating her 90th birthday. Friends
and relatives are invited to attend on Sunday,Sept. I .from 2-4 p.m.
at East Cadiz Baptist Church.
She was born in Trigg County on Sept. 3, 1923,on a farm which
was part of a land grant settled in 1804 by her Bridges ancestors.
Her parents are the late William D. Bridges and the late Ruth
Cunningham Bridges Calhoun.
She was also preceded in death by husbands Wilton B. Fort and
Clarence Hammortree. In the late 1940s and early 1950s. she and
Mr. Fort, a cousin to Congressman Ed Whitfield, lived in Murray
and were affiliated with the Economy Grocery in the 300 block of
Main Street. They were active members of Murray First Baptist
Church. where she was close friends with her late cousin Katie
Dawson Herndon.
In the mid-1950s they returned to Cadiz and, along with Mr.
Fort's brother Will C. Fort and his wife, operated the downtown
Economy Grocery. They built the first supermarket in Trigg
County, the Economy Market in East Cadiz. They also owned the
Cadiz Restaurant, the Goodnight Motel, and other tourism-based
efforts in Cadiz and Lake City.
Mrs. Fort has enjoyed a life of serving others in church and community activities. At Cadiz Baptist she taught youth Sunday school
for over 40 years, was WMU leader, served as Girls Auxiliary
director, was a training union teacher, and held numerous other
leadership roles. She was also a den mother for the Cub Scouts and
Boy Scouts. She has held many leadership positions with the
Ophelia Chapter #55 Order of Eastern Star and is a member of the
Thomas-Bridges Family Association.
Among her numerous relatives are two nephews, the Rev. Bill
Fort, pastor of First Baptist Church in Richmond. Ky., and Gillis
Bridges, of Murray. A great-nephew is Alex Ford and wife, Dr.
Allison Johnson-Ford, also of Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Morgan and Leslie Bearden, of Rolla. Mo.,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter Emily Bearden to Lawrence Samuel -Larkin" Philpot 11, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Timothy and Ginger Philpot, of Rolla, Mo.,formerly
of Murray. Ky.
Mr. Philpot is the grandson of Willie Belle Farless and Lou Ann
and the late Lawrence Philpot, all of Murray.
The bride-elect earned her Master of Arts in graphic design from
the University of Missouri, Columbia.
The groom-elect earned his Master of Philosophy from the
University 01. Missouri, Columbia, and is currently a graduate student in philosophy and the collaborative program in ancient and
medieval philosophy at the University of Toronto.Canada,where he
is pursuing a Ph.D.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, Sept. 21, 2013, at Les
Bourgeois Vineyards in Rocheport, Mo. A reception will follow.
Invitations will be sent.
Following a honeymoon in Palm Springs. the couple will reside in
Toronto,Canada.

LEAP for Health
seeks volunteers

LETTUCE EAT LOCAL.
5ael./folay) 41.13115e 315e
7:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Downtown Court Square
7-21eSday 6e/PeeA1Zel- 31-cl
2:30 p.m. - 6:oo p.m.
MSU Campus
(service road

between Blackburn Science and Faculty Hall)

THIS WEEK
FALL PEARS, FIRM EGGPLANT,PIE PUMPKINS,VARIETY
OF BEANS,FRESH BAKED GOODS, HOMEMADE JAM AND
CANNED SALSAS
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Do you like to read? Do you
like to share your love of reading with others? If so, then we
need you in LEAP!
The LEAP (Literacy, Eating
for
Activity
and
for
Preschoolers/Primary)
Health curriculum is a
of
series
lessons
using storyto
books
teach children about
staying
healthy,
Extension being physically active
Notes
and eating
By
La Dawn Hale more fruits
Calloway County and vegetaExtention Agent bles, lowdairy
fat
for Family &
products
Consumer
and whole
Sciences
grains. Each
of the 10 lessons is structured to
include the story, reinforcement
activities and tasting activities.
After each lesson, participating
classrooms will receive a
newsletter to send home with
each child with tips for family
health and fun recipes. Many
times incentive items are also
sent home with the students.
LEAP Leaders spend 30 minutes in one or two classrooms,
read a book and have the children try a new food. The
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Cypress Springs
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Restaurant

office provides the
books and materials. Only three
hours a month of your time are
requested from October to April
— and that's not much,considering how many hours we spend
on other activities. Seeing the
smiles on the students' faces is
very rewarding. They also give
you hugs and look forward to
the next time you come to their
classroom.
Preschool through 3rd graders
and several child development
programs benefit from this
opportunity and request it each
year. Last school year, we
reached 850 students in 40
classrooms. The classroom
demand is higher than the leader
availability. More teachers want
the program than what we have
been able to provide. Therefore,
we need you!
To learn more about the LEAP
program, come to the LEAP
Leader Orientation at the
Calloway County Extension
Office on Wednesday. Sept. 4,
from 1-2:30 p.m. Call the office
to pre-register to ensure appropriate number of materials. Each
adult who chooses to teach the
LEAP program will be fully
trained and will need to agree to
a background check. The program will begin in the classrooms in October. If you are
unsure of your participation,
come anyway just to see what it
is all about. Then you can
choose. We can arrange for any
new leaders to shadow previous
leaders in the classroom. Your
attendance does not lock you
into the program.
To register your attendance for
the meeting, or for information,
call the Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452.
Extension

Reformers' Unanimous to meet

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery meets every Friday at Edgewood Baptist
Church. At 5:40 p.m. a meal is served, at 6:40 p.m. is large group
and at 7:40 p.m. are small groups. For more information call 8864461.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
The WATCH Center at 702 Main Street, Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off
any time day or night seven days a week by driving through the
driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them
in the cotton wagon.

Merryman House has need for items
Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of Calloway
County has requested donations of items for clients who have been
displaced from their permanent homes due to violence. Many of
these individuals have children. Current items needed are kitchen
trash bags, toilet paper, paper towels, razors, feminine hygiene
products, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap, laundry detergent,
bleach,cleaning supplies and old cell phones. For more information
on how and where to make a donation,call 759-2373. All donations
are tax deductible. Merryman House is a United Way agency.

Open Sun., Tues., Wed. &'Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
OPEN LABOR DAY8 A.M.- 8 PM./
270-436-549f
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Donations needed for Need Line program
Items are needed for the Need Line Back-Pack Children's Food
Program, including lunch size brown paper bags, individual size
100 percent juice boxes,fruit cups or apple sauce cups,8-ounce size
shelf stable milk, individual serving size cereal boxes, pop tarts.
peanut butter crackers or cheese crackers and cereal bars. To help
with the program call 753-6333. Donations can be dropped off at
Need Line,638 S. Fourth St.. Murray.

Friendship Cemetery seeks donations

The Friendship Cemetery,50 Kirk Ridge Road, Murray, is in need
of donations to help with the future care and upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to The Friendship Cemetery Fund,58 Rippling
Creek Drive, Murray, KY 42071. For more information contact
Brian Overbey, board treasurer, at 873-2558.
Orga

Benefits assistance provided for veterans
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. This is a free
service provided by the state of Kentucky. For more information
contact Ron McClure, Regional Field Representative, Kentucky
Department of Veterans Affairs(KDVA)at 247-2455 ext. 73905.

Tele;

Addr

F•ma

FBC library open to the community

First Baptist Church invites the public to use its library, located at
the church on the corner of Fourth and Poplar streets. The library
offers over 13,000 items including books.CDs,and family-friendly
DVDs. Library cards are free and not based on church affiliation.
For more information call 753-1282.

Domestic violence support offered
Domestic violence support/educational groups are currently
offered on a weekly basis. For more information call the Merryman
House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of Calloway County at 7592373.
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Making Room for Fall Open House
September 5th,6th & 7th!
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Bethel Cemetery, on Bethel Church Road, Murray, is in need of
cemetery donations. Mail them to Judith Lamb, 543 Temple Hill
Dr., Almo, KY 42020. For more information call 227-4450.
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Knit-wits will meet

The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information call Dot at 7534803.

4
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

Palestine United Methodist Church will be having a Talent Show,
Saturday, Aug. 31,at 6 p.m. Finger foods will be served following
the show.The public is invited to attend. For more information,contact Jimmie Burkeen at 227-6373. •
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THE ODD COUPLE: Tom Jackson, left, stars as Felix Ungar
and Brad Brauser stars as Oscar Madison in the Playhouse
in the Park production of Neil Simon's classic comedy. "The
Odd Couple." directed by Rust Jones Performances are
Friday, Aug. 30 through Sept. 8 at the Playhouse. Show times
will be 7 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays and 2,30 p.m Sundays
For tickets, visit www.playhouseinthepark.net or call 7591752.
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Pictured is a piece from Matthew Todd's show titled "Repulse." Todd is now
exhibiting drawings at Murray Art Guild's Guild gallery, and an opening reception will be held from 6-8 p.m. Friday.

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University student
Matthew Todd is exhibiting his recent works
in drawing at the Murray Art Guild's
Gallery through Sept. 13, with a public
reception scheduled for 6-8 p.m. The show
is titled "Murky Unfolding."
A native of the area,Todd was influenced
by the rural Kentucky landscape in his early
creative process. He also cites an interest in
deconstructing objects such as toys and
electronics as a source of imagery. The
drawings address issues of social and politi-

Photo provided

Murray State University art student Matthew
Todd is pictured above in his studio.

cal concern with a nod toward the environment. The highly detailed, realistic images

are depicted in a mysterious place. being
familiar and yet unfamiliar at the same time.
The rich charcoal and pastel, large format
drawings pull from both the industrial and
natural worlds.
Todd is the recipient of the Murray Art
Guild Award presented to an outstanding
student during the 2013 OMAS Student Art
Exhibition. He is completing a BA degree in
studio art with an emphasis in drawing.
The Murray Art Guild is a non-profit

Paducah Improv to perform,
host workshop in Murray

visual arts organization serving the MurrayCalloway County area. Located at 500
North Fourth Street with office hours of
Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m., the guild offers an exhibition gallery,
an art market and studios. The Kentucky
Arts Council, the state arts agency, supports
the Murray Art Guild with state dollars and
federal funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts. For more information on MAG events, and programs go to
www.murrayartguild.org.

Special to the Ledger
Paducah linproN, v‘ ill host a
workshop and perform show at
Playhouse in the Park Saturday,

Sept. 14.
The workshop is open to
anyone who is interested in
learning the basics of improvisational comedy. Topics will
include "The rules" of improv.
"creating characters," "working
with environment" and "why
honest is funny." Those attending the workshop will receive a
free ticket to that night's performance and may have to
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to shows visit www kentuckyopry corn or call (270) 527-3869
or 1-888-459-8704

• Murray State University's
Cinema International series
presents the 2012 French film
"Rust and Bone." starring
Academy Award winner Marion
Cotillard ("La Vie en Rose") at
7 30 p m Thursday, Friday and
Saturday in the Curns Center
Theater

• The Badgett Playhouse in
Grand Rivers presents "Variety!
Memories & More"
Music
"Hank
Saturday
through
Highway"
Lost
Williams
through Sept. 27 "The Big
Band Show" through Sept. 28
"Civil War Letters- Sept. 14-28
`Tuna Does Vegas" Oct. 4-25
& Grinnin- Oct. 12-26.
"Smoke on the Mountain" Oct.
5-26 For tickets or more details,

• Paducah's Maiden Alley
Cinema presents "The Way Way
Back," a coming-of-age comedy
starring Sam Rockwell, Toni
Collette and Steve Carrell
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
For details and show times, visit
www.maidenalleycinema.org.

Pond
Golden
The
•
Planetarium in Land Between
the Lakes is open seven days a
week with various programs
throughout each day For a complete show schedule, visit
www Ibl org/PLGate html or call
(270) 924-2243
• Hit songwriter Byron Hill with
special guest songwriter Roxie
Dean will perform at 7 p m
Thursday, Sept. 12 in the
Performing Arts Hall on the second floor of Murray State
University's Old Fine Arts
Building. Admission is free Call
293-7252 or 705-8404 for more
information.

www grandriversvariety corn or
call 1-888-362-4223

• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents the grand finale of the
Kentucky Opry Variety Show
featuring the Stars of Tomorrow
at 7.30 p.m Friday A Dolly
Parton tribute featuring Tara
Noel Estes and Travis Estes will
be at the same time Saturday
For more information or tickets

• The Murray State University
Department of Music will host
the annual Fall Fanfare Concert
at 2 p m Saturday, Sept. 14.

• Paducah's Market House
Theatre presents "Godspell"
Sept. 5-15 Contact the MHT
box office (270-444-6828) from
noon to 5 p.m Tuesday through
Friday to purchase tickets or go
online to www mhtplay corn

• The Carson Center in downtown Paducah presents Ronnie
Dunn at 715 pm Saturday,

2013 Ice Cream Festival
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER

6.2013 DOWNTOWN MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Teams will spilt prize money based on votes from the public, last year over $4000 was shared
Fill out the application below to enter your NON-PROFIT Scooper Bowl Team
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To add an event to the arts calendar. contact Hawkins Teague
at 753-1916 or hteaguegmurrayledger corn.

Orange. Strawberry
Cherry dRaspbem

317 Chestnut St.• Murray, KY
(270) 761-9727
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I agree to follow the health standards and rules listed below and back-side of this
Entry fee of 525 00 attached by check made payable to the Rotary Club
Date-
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Hybrid Tea Roses * Annuals & Tropicals

20% OFF
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of Murray, P.0 Box 411, Murray, KY 42071

Signature

Health Department rules are pnnted on the back of this application tour
See the General Rules for the contest included with the application
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will
attendees
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Cream
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Your team must prepare your recipe In our approved kitchens
will be available beginning 1:00 p.m. Friday
regulations. You will be assigned a kitchen. The kitchens
at 6:00 p.m. Use only ELI Beaters or similar brand,("no
September 6, 2013 until Scooper time which begiris
about6 gallons of ice cream and
shell eggs") and milk from theirocery store at our approved kitchen_Dregare
if they ask. We'N provide the 2 ounce sample cups and
have your receipt available for the health Inspector
on the next page and you'll be on your way to receiving a
spoons. Simply follow the health standards listed
information call (270) 759-2199.
portion of money for your organization. For more

Mail to P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY--For More Information
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chance to get up on stage if they
so desire. The cost of the workshop is only $20 and runs from
4-6 p.m.
The performance will start at
7 p.m. and will feature the full
cast of Paducah Improv, including all four of the Murray members of the group,Stacey Smith,
Audra Todd, Sarah Hines and
Terry Little. It will be a funfilled 90 minutes, and tickets
are only $5.
To enroll in the workshop or
reserve tickets, call Lisa Cope
at 759-1752.

(270) 759-2199

25% OFF

*Perennial Flowers
*Knock Out Roses
& Grasses
* All Trees & Shrubs
CLOSED
(CASH & CARRY ONLY)
LABOR
DAY
"Kentodcky Certit5te?
Almrsery expert.'"

Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Closed Sunday
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NOTICE OF HEARING
The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public
hearing in the Calloway County High School Media Center
on September 12, 2013 at 5:30 pm to hear public comments
regarding a proposed general fund tax levy of 40.4 cents on
real property and 40.4 cents on personal property.
The General Fund tax levied in fiscal year 2013 was 40.1
cents on real property and 40.1 cents on personal property
and produced revenue of $5,799,240.46. The proposed
General Fund tax rate of 40.4 cents on real property and
40.4 cents on personal property is expected to produce
$6,087,536.77. Of this amount $639,584.26 is from new and
personal property. The compensating tax for 2014 is 38.9
cents on real property and 40.1 cents on personal property
and is expected to produce $5,879,111.60.
The general areas to which revenue of $288,296.31 above
2013 revenue is to be allocated are as follows: 3% for cost of
collections, 48.5% for instructional programs, and 48.5% for
facility repairs and maintenance.
The General Assembly has required publication of this
advertisement and information contained herein.

Legal Notice
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the
following information and supporting data may be inspected by the general public at 88 Robertson Road South, Murray, Kentucky from Aug.26. 2013 - Aug 29.
2013 between the hours of 8:00-4:00.(East Fork Clarks River Floodplain
Conservancy District).

lionday
Smart Steer

F6101.111.
FriltA

Tuesday

Von.9 are
12 p.m.

Wednesday
Thursday

Tut 1p.m.

Ffidr1
Saturday

Ived. 12 pin
Thur.12p.m.

•
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Secretary/Treasurer - Joe Dan Taylor
97 Cecil Taylor Ln., Almo. KY 42020
Chris Thorn
2078 Radio Rd., Almo, KY 42020
Bobby Rowland
2465 Bethel Rd, Almo KY 42020
Gary Evans
2577 Elm Grove Rd., Murray, KY 42071
)ie Conservancy District meets on an as needed basis

Legal Notice
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes. the
Summary Financial Statement for the Calloway County Conservation District
fiscal year 2011-2012 may be inspected by the general public at 88 Robertson
Road South, Murray. Kentucky from Aug.
26. 2013 -Aug 29, 2013 between the hours of 8:00 to 4:00.(Calloway County
Conservation District).
Chairman - Randy McCallon
3023 Airport Rd, Murray, KY 42071

Mark Wilson
2816 Faxon Road, Murray. KY 42071

Vice-Chairman. Don Overbey
267 Squire Holland Rd. Almo. KY 42020

Henry Armstrong
1509 Kelso Road, Murray, KY 42071

060

BFC Enterprises, LLC mailing address 1310 N
12th St, Murray, KY 42071, hereby declares
intentions to apply for a Quota Retail Package,
NQ-4 Retail Malt Beverage Package, and Sampling
Transitional licenseis) no later than September 2,
2013. The business to be licensed is located at 1310
N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071. doing business as
The Cellar Door. The Principal Officees) are as
follows, Principal Officer, Boone F. Chambers of 321
N. 7th St. Murray, KY 42071. Principal Officer,
Richard M. Edwards of 1430 Kimbell Dr, Paducah,
KY 42001. Principal Officer, Brian A. Edwards of
2125 Southwest Dr, Murray, KY 42071. Any person.
association, corporation, or body politic may protest
the granting of the licenseisi by writing the Dept. of
Alcoholic Beverage Control. 1003 Twilight Trail,
Frankfort, KY 40601-8400, within 30 days of the
date of this legal publication.

BFC Enterprises. LLC mailing address 1310 N.
12th St, Murray. KY 42071. hereby declares
intentions to apply for a Quota Retail Package,
NQ-4 Retail Malt Beverage Package, and Sampling
Transitional license(s) no later than September 2,
2013. The business to be licensed is located at 521
S. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071, doing business as
Thoroughbred Spirits. The Principal Officer(si are
as follows. Principal Officer, Brian Edwards of 2125
Southwest Or. Murray, KY 42071. Principal Officer,
Boone F. Chambers of 321 N. 7th St, Murray. KY
42071. Principal Officer. Richard M. Edwards of
1430 Kimbell Dr, Paducah, KY 42001. Any person,
association, corporation, or body politic may protest
the granting of the license(s) by writing the Dept. of
Alcoholic Beverage Control, 1003 Twilight Trail,
Frankfort, KY 40601-8400, within 30 days of the
date of this legal publication.

Words cannot express "s
how grateful we are for
the prayers,food,flowers,
and gifts that you offered
our family during this
difficult time.
'ted was a good man, and
will be missed by family
and friends. His memory
will live in our hearts
, forever.
'Thanks againThe family of
.).. Ted Morton Cooper 4
7
,
4,
.,......_
/10's

%herr: Si In,Parish

Secretary/Treasurer. Marty Carraway
2157 Dodd Road, Murray, KY 42071

Eddie Workman
439 Workman Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Lynn Grove

Steve Carraway
1608 Bailey Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Self Stowe

Calloway County Conservation District meets at the Conservation office on
the third Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
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LEDdR&TIMES
Home Delivery
3 mo.

6

Local Mall
6 mo.
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
1Purvear & Bectieew
3 aso..--.....-$78.50

yr.---$126.001

655.00
$105.00

All Other Mail
Sebscriptious
3 mo.
6 MO.
1 yr. --$145.06

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name

Lauia Key

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 763-1918

Expect: to dance to the
thrilling r,thms of
meringue.sakacumbia
and reggreton.
SF.f. tot
Instructors:
hanel Schuenck &
Belinda Stied,

al
Notice

Papa Smurf
Storage

Help Wanted

The following list o
abandoned vehicles
located in and around
810 Coldwater Rd. will
be towed for scrap
Tuesday. Sept 10
2013: white Chev. van
KY lic 578 766, white
Chev Cavalier KY tic
163 JBV, white Chev
stripped down no tag,
red Chev Astro KY lic
889 LFN, black Lincoln
Nay MSU ic 1282

1st Month Free!

CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL Materials
Company has immediopenings
for
ate
Concrete Mixer Truck
Operators. Experience
is not necessary. CDL
preferred, but training
is available. Safe driving record, good work
history, and a flexible
schedule is required.
Top benefits, lots of OT,
and much more. Apply
in person at any location.No phone calls.
Positions are available
in.
Paducah,
KY,
Calvert, KY, Murray,
KY.
KY.
Cadiz,
Princeton,
KY,
Bardwell, KY. Learn
at
more
www.fmc1 .com.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

.New Climate Control
Available
*24,7 Surveillance
Pest Control
1-luT 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

City

Daytime Ph.

ken:Tuesdals 6-7pm

060

St_ Address

Zip_

Hall

Cost: SI per clad
Kraig: Towel, aster, :4

270-519-0143

Bright Life Farms, Inc.,
non-profit, licensed,
Christian. intermediate
care, group home for
special adults, located
near Princeton. KY
rooms/bath,
Private
taking applications for
residency
I (270) 388-6101

WANT TO SELL
REAL ESTATE?
Licensing class
enrolling. Paducah
days or nights. 48wks.,
Payment Plan.
Call or Text
270-223-0789
delolairedamsOyalioo.corn

VISA

Legal
Notice

1.6101
Notice

Chairman - Don Overbey
267 Squire Holland Rd., Almo, KY 42020

State

DEADLINES

kit

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

MasterCard

Check

t‘

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call
270-437-4531

The United Way of Murray-Calloway County
seeks a proven leader as its next Executive
Director. The qualified candidate will possess
strong public speaking, marketing, financial.
community relations, and leadership skills.
The ability to work with volunteers and other
non-profit leaders, manage staff, handle
multiple tasks, and pay close attention to detail
IS essential for this small office. In addition, the
position will involve maintaining and creating
collaborations with other community groups
Bachelor's degree required with advanced
education preferred, demonstrated professional
fundraising experience and knowledge of the
local community and human services are also
required. Non-profit management, especially in
the United Way organization is preferred.
Computer skills in Word, Excel, QuickBooks,
database software and social media are
necessary
For confidential consideration, please
submit letter of interest, resume and salary
requirements by 9/16/13 to:
Doug Eberhart, President,
United Way of Kentucky,
PO Box 4653, Louisville, KY 40204
or email to:
Doug.Eberhart@uwky.org.

AdministratIve/Executive Assistant
The Administrative Headquarters for a large
business in Murray is searching for a full-time
Administrative/Executive Assistant.
Administrative Writing Skills, Reporting Skills,
Scheduling, Microsoft Office Skills, Organization,
Time Management, Presentation Skills, Travel
Logistics and Verbal Communications are vital.
The ideal candidate will have an Associate's
Degree or greater required or equivalent
professional experience. At least 2 years of
prior experience is required.
This is a non-exempt position.
For consideration please submit your
resume and salary history to
P.O. Box 1040-1
Murray, KY. 42071

N.

Apartments For Rent
ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
Very nice crib with
matress. Sleigh bed
style ends. $75 0110.
270-978-7008
155

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELIONS

605 (South 12th St

(270)753-1713
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murray ledger:corn.
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
Environmental Service
Aide.
MCCH has an opening
a
for
full-time
Environmental Service
Aide on the afternoon
shift. The successful
applicant
be
will
responsible for the
cleanliness of the area
on MCCH campus he
or she is assigned to.
This position involves
heavy lifting, stooping,
bending, squatting and
step climbing. If interested please apply
online at www.murrayhospital.org. EOE
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

MEG.
SALESMAN DRIVER
INSTALLER
Lake Region Propane
Gas in Hardin has an
opening for a local
propane gas delivery
salesman truck driver
and tank installer
Must have CDLHazMat Tanker, best
job with excellent pay
and benefits
Please call
(270)354-8011 or
1-800-874-4427
ext 144
or email'
ntoeubSlas.com

HEALTH
CARE
OPPORTUNITIES
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah
MDS NURSE-RN
Full-time position available for a Kentucky'
licensed RN with MDS
3.0 expehence. Longterm care experience
preferred.
BEAUTICIAN
Contract position available. Must have a current Kentucky cosmetology license and be
able to provide proof of
general liability insurance. Prior experience
in a related setting preferred. Must have a
love for the geriatric
population.
We offer great pay and
benefits to full-time
associates in a teamoriented environment.
Cynthia Ivy
270-443-6543
270-442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia_lvyfILCCA.co

160
Home Furnishings
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Matress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $375.
Full $175.
(270)293-4121
270
Mob* Homes Fix See
Dexter area:
30R, 2BA. 2001 28x40
manuf. home.
Open floor plan. 1/2 acre
lot, fenced in back yard
$49.900 Call Brent
Evans. 4 Rivers Realty
270-205-1650
2BR. & lot. $11,900 00
753-6012

2BR mobile home.
$300 plus deposit
refrigerator
Stove
1/2mi. from lake
No
pets_
NewConcord
area.
270-436-6280

SALARIED
computer/network
technician Experience
required www.smartpathtech corn/career
090
Domestic & Chikkare
Learning
Lily Pad
Center has openings
for children 6 weeks12 years. For more
information call
(270) 761-LILY

1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required: 753-4109.
1217 N16th. 2 available. 4BR 2.5 BA
(270)247-2734
2BR. 1BA. Water/trash
included.
$425/mo.
270-719-1654

ramm.

Nam

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Gra

I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
.16
Ext.
Equal opportunity
283ir
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-290g.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD I 711
Red Oaks & Live Oaks
Apartments, Murray. 1
& 2BR available 6mo
leases. $100idep special. 753-8668 (am) or
753-8221 (p m
Houses For Rent
2 Bedrooms, 2 Bath
Office,
Stove,
Refrigerator,
Large
attached
garage,
building,
Storage
$600/mo. $500 security
deposit. 1215 Melrose
759-1987;
(270)227-5803.
3BR 1 BA. 1 yr lease.
No pets. References
required. 106 S 13th
$600/mo + deposit
(270)519-2699

Your
Your

375

Air
40x5
w h
1 mile

293
380
Pets I
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I270430
410
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Mobile Homes For Rent

Vistit us: LCCA.com
E0E/M/FN/D-42445

Murray Save-ALot is now
accepting
applications for
Position of
Meat Manager.
Apply in person.
No phone calls,
please

3 BR 2 BA. Totally fur
nished, includes elec
tric and water. 1600
Miller. Approx 2000 sq
ft. $900/mo + deposit. 1
yr lease. No pets_
(270)519-2699.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. -4 p.m. 84-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

inies
'law taus It
n the ka
t real estak
idditiim to
alder
514? t'. ill Ant
adt erteans f
is not in uni
Fictions are

that all dad
acail,bk cm
flitS baH,
For further
II oNing A
•ornt, tont
ti-n.'I Mild

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Mobile Home for Sale
1997 Redmon 16x80-3 bedroom, 2 bath,
2x6 walls, vinyl siding-new shingle roof,
front & back porch, 2 carports, fenced
back yard, washer & dryer, new hot
water heater, newer air unit.
Mobile home can be purchased with or
without land. Approximately 2 acres

REAL E
SALE. A
ing and
nicholse
or call 27
460

For Sale
Custom
home. f
er COT.
#239571
(270) 4
appt No

Call (270)293-3344.

900
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CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & I trues

ISA
•Imr

Grandparents:
Steve & Debbie Webb
Franko Aguero
Cathy & Paulino Trejo

louse
Shop
Pool

SudoKu

Concepts

8

1

By Div..: Grrrn

26
Answer to previous puzzle

6
131
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY 895.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(290) 953-1918.

3
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1
4
7
5

9 87

4
2 7 6

Single Space - $12.00 (No more than one child per picture)
MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00(Two or more children per picture)

icreage

5wer

MAXIMUM 40 WORDS

DEADLINE: SEPT. 4 AT 5PM

3 For Rent

Send payment. photo, and

Totally fur
!tides elec
ater. 1600
ox 2000 sq
+ deposit 1
No pets
599

information to: Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071

4 5

SIT's

-8556
guid Dr.
1-S45-1833
283 .6
portunity

Rentals
as two bedments avail!! for your
nt
today
'
)05

LEASING
droom Apts
.pt Section
uchers.
lur-Cal Apts
thwood Dr
nday,
Jay, Friday
759-4984
Housing
prtunity
#711

Your NaMe:
Your Phone Number:

—Air conditioned

40x50 SHOP
with office
1 mile South of
Murray
293-6430

Polaris ATV
2011
Outlaw 90, Red, only
20 hours of use, like
new' $2500
(270)293-2108.
'07 Kawasaki Ninia
500, $3500.
(270)627-1412
480
Auto Parts

410
Public Sale

USED TIRES
inch
Starting at S20
mounted
14, 15, 16

Call 753-5606
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

50 acres Hwy 80 nea
Farmington $250,000
or best offer
(270)804-2795

5803.

Services Offered

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Hill Electric
Since 1986

Murray edger & limes Fair
Residential &
Housing Ad Notice
Commercial
All real estate ad,ertised herein
Licensed & Insured
sublect to the Federal Fair
}lousing Ail. which makes it
All jobs - big or
illegal to advertise any reefersmall
limitation or discrimination based on ra(T, C1,10/,
handicap, familial status or national origin, or intonwws hillelectric.com
tion to nale am such prefer
emir, limitations or disci-Imola436-5141 A-AFFORDnom
lorbrd discrimmanon ABLE Hauling Clean
'late
in the sale, rental or ads ertwmg out garages. gutters,
14 real estate bawd on taccors In
work
addition lo those pallet ted junk & tree
under tederal lam,
A-1 Lamb's
will lawns inglx accept an, Professional Tree
ertising for real estate
Service Insured
is not insrolation 01 the la. All
persons are heret. Informed 753-TREE (8733)
that all dwellings ,klyerksed an
ALL Carpentry and
is ailahk'rm an equal orportu
Handyman service 25
riav basis
I or further assistance with Fair years expenence Call
}lousing Ads erteong require Don for free estimate
ments, contact NAA Counsel 270-226-5576
Hew P Milam, 17011m:4_1mo

753-9562

arehousing
SU $20-50
1-7668
&C
GE and

'PANE
E. Main
'53-6266
I) 293-4183
4 p.m. M-F

•••• Itfr.

EMWR
iTORAGE
'mate control
orage
ity alarmed
? & clean
.ell boxes'
nt U-Hauls
3-9600

Sale
,m, 2 bath,
tingle roof,
s, fenced
mot hot

ad with
? acres.

or

Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully Insured
Visit
ke_ntuckylake
remodeling.com

270-873-9916
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

s For Rent

ge Rentals

DVD's, jewelry,
electronics,
collectibles,books
Everything must
go!

Lawn equipment.
trailer w/tilt,
bike,kids toys,
books, adult
clothes. Home
decor & lots more

470
Motorcycles & ATY's

(P.m.)

1 yr lease
References
106 S 13th
+ deposit
2699

decor, books
galore, some
clothes, shoes,
and much much
more

I.

& Live Oaks
s, Murray. 1
ailable. 6mo
00idep spe668 (a m) or

ms, 2 Bath,
Stove.
Large
or,
garage,
building,
5500 security
215 Melrose

MOVING SALE

YARD SALE GARAGE SALE
1627
4031
Dr
Sunset
Rd.
Pottertown
Saturday
Fri & Sat
7am-?
Lamps,Christmas

Grandparents names.

Gardens
>owns
nents
ii s545

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109

For Sale by Owner
Custom built lake area
home. forsalebyowner com. search home
#23957111 .Call
(270) 436-2855 for
appt No agents

I

- New 2-4
13•droom hams
Riverfleid E1112108

ism row
Professionals
293-7872

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
.Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

270-293-4256
Brandon's
Outdoor Service
is back Full Time
lawn mowing
shrub trimming
tilling, dirt work
buSh hogging
'FI ri 5 3

Roof Leaking/ Call a
professional
293-6482

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
I...D.1AI I 44111.1.iiir

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zacti 270-873-7700

753-3853
GARLAND
RENTAL
"If you've gat it, we can store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance

*Stump Grinding

David 270-227-1106

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

*Firewood

Al Shonges Hand Nailed

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

.Insured

(270) 489-2839
Rushing's Painting
Sz Drywall,[IC

270-753-2905

Fully Insured

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

xxallpaper lunging& rem°,al
Plaster repairs
1)rx wall hanging & I inishin2,

DOUBLE TAKE
LANDSCAPES

Painting minor & exterior
Free Estimates

Voted Most
Reasonable!

1270121(1-5580t270) 898-37n;

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

(2M)293-MU

*Seal coating 8.

•Asphalt Installation
striping

Greg Mansfield

*410

40 yrs experience

state

,
keep 4 lace'

(270) 293-8480

LANDSQAPES

*Trimming Hedges •New Landscapes
•Clean Out Existing Beds •Mowing *Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards *Mowing
Suburbs, Estates & Farms
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup .Tree Damage

Need References? Got 'ern!

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077
Give me a call - I'll give you a quote'

(270)759-0501

Garage Door
Sates & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Great Hornell:we Service
Dor,1 spend your money oof of

I

j

QTHER SERVICES

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

McCUISTON
Free to a good home 3
kittens and a black
female cat (270)75°
5450 after 4pm

-41111.)WI rev C.
(.111 KC% Ill it

Physics

$12 Whltnell Ave.

(270) 226-5444

LAWN C.‘141

Need Tutonng? Cali
Landon
(270)227-9648 College
courses - Math up to
high
II ,
Calculus
school Math Biology.
and
Chemistry

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

*Do L.
qrs./trate c Wei
& lipuired
I

CLEAN CUT

270-293-4020

MINI
STORAGE
111mAll Size Units

•Krichivr.

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Pa‘ing.tiveleoalinu

& Hauling
TONY THAVIs

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562
227-0267

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
bistial/Ceauesrdinishisolisl

Imes C.taillosta
www.felle NET
(270) 759;9890
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7433
1622
Sunset Dr. State Rt 94 W
Fri & Sat
Saturday
7am-?
7am-?
Furniture,clothes,
Household
items, clothes,
sewing machine
& much more.

8
2
6
3

9 _

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ADOPTIONS
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SudOku is a number-placing buzz% based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers The otiect is 10 place tie numbers 1 to
9 in the empty Squares so that each row each column and each
353 box contains the same nuenbat Only once The difficulty evel
of the Concepts Suctoku increases kom Monday lo Sunday

SUDOKU

GRANDPARENTS
It's time to brag about
your grandchildren!
Bring in your pictures for our
grandparents day special.

Kylee & Frankie
Aguero
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WE ARE PRAYING for
a newborn to love
Open hearted, loving
couple wishing you
would call Authorized
medical, legal expenses paid Call Lisa &
Frank 1-855-236-7812
FaceBook corn/223258
284491 718

866-699-8031, use
code 48829AAP - or
www OmahaSteaks co
rrymbfam13
Meet singles right now'
No paid operators, lust
real people like you
Browse greetings.
exchange messages
and connect live Try it
free Call now 1-888979-2264

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Planning your golf trip'?
Try the new Stay and
Play program at two of
Kentucky's best courses, Cherry Blossom
and Longview in
Georgetown 502-5709849 for details

SAWMILLS from only
$4897.00 - MAKE &
SAVE MONEY with
your own bandmill Cut lumber any dimension. In stock ready to
ship. FREE Info/DVD:
www NorwoodSawmills
.corn 1-800-578-1363
ext. 300N

HELP WANTED
Mobile Homes for Sale
CLASS A CDL
Instructors. Must have
a valid Class A CDL,
Clean MVR & Drug,
Min. 5 Years OTR,
Openings Across Ky.,
Home Nightly. Fax
Resume 270-3856011.
Contractors Needed
Today' Property
preservation construction lock changes,
grass cuts, wintz &
more We have volume, work order basis
Contact Us 813-9362221
territories @seaslIc corn
www.seasllc.com
Earn $500 A-Day:
Insurance Agents
Needed: Leads, No
Cold Calls:
Commissions Paid
Daily; Lifetime
Renewals; Complete
Training, Health/Dental
Insurance, Life License
Required. Call 1-888713-6020
The Kentucky
Journalism Foundation,
a 501(c)3 non-profit
organization based in
Frankfort, has established the position of
Development Director
and is seeking qualified applicants The
position requires successful experience with
a 501(c)3 corporation
in fund-raising. A college degree or commensurate experience
is required and expenence with newspapers
is a benefit The
Kentucky Journalism
Foundation is affiliated
with the Kentucky
Press Association This
full-time position offers
salary and benefits.
Qualified applicants
only should send a letter of interest to David
T Thompson,
Kentucky Press
Association, 101
Consumer Lane,
Frankfort, KY 40601
MISCELLANEOUS
ENJOY 100% guaranteed, delivered-to-thedoor Omaha Steaks'
Save 74% plus 4 free
Burgers - The Family
Value Combo - Only
$39 99 Order Today 1-

Mobile Homes with
acreage Ready to
move in. Seller
Financing with
approved credit. Lots
of room for the price,
3Br 2Ba. No renters.
859-977-3970
LandHomesExpress.co
rn
SERVICES
DISH TV RETAILERSAVE' Starting at
$19 99/month (for 12
months.) FREE
Premium Movie
Channels Free
Equipment, Installation
& Activation Call,
Compare Local Deals'
1-800-254-1095
SWIMMING POOLS
Email for a Wholesale
Do It Yourself Pool Kit .
Quote Today'
salesOpleasurepoolsz
om 1-800-821-3087
www.pleasurepools co

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
35 Driver Trainees
Needed' Learn to drive
for Werner Enterprises'
Earn $750 per week'
Local CDL Training
gets you lob ready in 3
weeks' 1-877-2431812
Act Now! Mid American
Truck Dnving School
Kentucky. No CDL, No
Problem. WIA Program
if Qualified/Financing
Available. Your New
Career Starts Here.
Call 855-666-0616.
Apply Now' CDL
Drivers in High
Demand' Get your
CDL Training in 16
days at Truck America
Training and go to
work' State WIA
Grants and VA
Accepted Tuition
Financing Available 1st
yr avg $38 - $40,000
per ATA (502) 9556388 or (866) 2443644
Call Now' Interntational
Truck Dnving
School/BIH Trucking
Company Now Taking
Students' No COL. No

R0OFINC ,
Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Looking for
something in
particular?
Try running a

Attention
Ask about our
1)15vlay ad SDeSial5
for all your advertising needs.
753-1916

"Want to Buy" ad
with us today!
The Murray Ledger
8, Times

753-1 916

Problem' State WIA
Program if qualified or
Financing available
888-780-5539
www facebook com/itdschool
Dnvers - CDL-A Train
and work for us'
Professional. focused
CDL training available
Choose Company
Driver. Owner
Operator. Lease
Operator or Lease
Trainer (877) 3697192
www.CentralTruckDrivi
ngJobs.com
Flatbed-51.500 S/0
Through 8/31/13' Our
drivers Average $1,000
Weekly Plus top-notch
equipment and 100+
facilities
nationwide=Success
CDL-A, 4-Months TiT
Experience-Last 3
Years, 888-967-5487
AverittCareers.corn
Flatbed Drivers New
Pay Scale-Start 4
37cpm. Up to .04cpm
Mileage Bonus, Home
Weekends. Insurance
& 401K Apply 0
Boydandsons.corn
800-648-9915
HOME WEEKENDS
OTR Flatbed
Guarantee Pay Exc
Pay & Benefits 0,0ps
welcome Call today
for details 800-5545661 ext 331 www tlxtransport lobs
NDL Seeking CDL-A
SOLOS & TEAMS!
Choose your own
HOME TIME! SOLOS•
up to 44cpm. TEAMS:
up to 54cpm. No Touch
Freight.
Medical/Dental/Life
Insurance. 1 -Year
Recent Verifiable
Experience.
877.334.9677
www.Drive4NDL.corn
New CDL-A Dedicated
Driving Position' Brand
Name Tractors,
Average 51.000S1,100/wk Excellent
Benefits & Weekly
Hometime. 888-3628608 or visit
AventtCareers.com
Equal Opportunity
Employer
Tanker & Flatbed
Company
Drivers/Independent
Contractors' Immediate
Placement Available
Best Opportunities in
the Trucking Business
Call Today 800-2770212 or
www.primeinc.corn
Tractor & Straight
Trucks Needed
Immediately Tractors
$1 70 All Miles
Straight Trucks, $1 60
with FSC Truckload
Tractors 888-8887996 Team Drivers
Call Today

CLASSIFIEDS
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ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Tuesday, September 17th 2013 @ 3:00 PM
Murra KY 42071
Location: 214 Woodlawn Ave.
.
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PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY

AUGUST 31, 2013 10:00 A.M.
AT THE DAN MILLER AUCTION BARN
493 BROWNS GROVE ROAD MURRAY, KY 42071

Murray ledger & limes
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Visit our website for additional pictures and a view of the area use your judgment.
resist getting tied up in an release from KFC trumpeted at The sweeter formula was a marCANCER (June 21-July 22)
intense, fast pace when possi- the time.
keted as an improved replaceTerms: 1000 down day of sale and balance upon court
***** You might want to relax ble.
ment for the flagship soda, and
followbe
approval. Seller to furnish Owner's title insurance
well
visit
very
may
surprise
a
KFC
but
go,
and let
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
CHARLES WOODARD Auctioneer
from a superior or friend will set **** You might want to see a ing the basic instructions of the the company points to the outKy Lic. iRP6155 & Tn Lic. 0868
the pace of your day. In fact, you personal matter in a different recipe encased in the vault. But rage that ensued as proof of how
might not realize how essential light, and you will ... once you the fanfare around its founder's much people love the original.
ANNOUNCEMENTS DAY OF SALE TAKE PRECEDENCE
are to others right now. stop reacting. Others could offer instructions is despite his disap- According to the emailed stateyou
NG
OVER ADVERTISI
People feel as if they need you. different perspectives that might
proval of the new owners of the ment from Coca-Cola, that's the
Be gracious.
prove helpful. Many more doors chain after he sold his stake in only time the company ever tried
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
will open as a result, and you will the company in 1964. In his changing its formula.
*** Understand that you can't be happier.
The museum gets about a milbook, for example. Wendy's
control issues or people. You can
founder Dave Thomas, a friend lion visitors a year, with a plaque
control only yourself and your BORN TODAY
responses. Others can choose to Actress Cameron Diaz (1972), of Sanders'. recounts how the at the end of one exhibit stating
do whatever they want. By with- fashion designer Geoffrey Beene colonel was annoyed because "Keeping the Secret Ensures
211 McLemore Street, Dickson, TN 37055
drawing and allowing others to (1924), singer Kitty Wells (1919) they came up with a simpler way That the Magic Lives On."
615-446-4508
make their own choices, in time,
dard.com
charleswoo
www
to drain grease off the chicken
there will be a better rapport.
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Calls to old girlfriend put
wife on full alert
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Ten years ago
Murray Electric System's Buzz
Paul. Shawn Gardner and Ronnie
Burkeen were pictured hoisting
equipment to Dean Arnold during
an operation to replace a wtx)den
power pole with a new metal pole
lm Keeneland Drive.
Births reported included a son to
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Walker, July
30. Grandparents are Gerald and
Rose Walker, of Dexter. and
Deborah and Joe Davis.of Martin,
Tenn.
Joey Fredrick. 4, and Savannah
Poor.5, were pictured playing violin and mandolin respectively at a
recent jam session held at the
home of Beverly and Riley
Ramsey.
Dr. James Simmons. Paul
Adams and Martha Lassiter were
pictured planning schedules,order
of service, and music for early
worship services, set to begin
Sunday. Sept. 7.
Twenty years ago
Teri Cook, a Murray State
University senior from Louisville.
was pictured discussing her fall
schedule of classes with Dr. Jerry
of
the
Mayes, chairman
of
Speech.
Department
Communication and Theatre.
Shawn A. Kellie• of Murray. was
named a National Merit Scholar at
the University of Louisville. He is
the son of Andrew and Diane
Kellie and was majoring in civil
engineering.
First Baptist Church recently
completed its 12th annual Day
Camp held at Murray-Calloway
County Park and the church fellowship hall. Joetta Kelly was
minister of Preschool/Children's
Activities at the church.
First place winners in. team
scramble golf play at the Murray
Country Club were Mary Bogard,
Betty Scott, Cathryn Garrott and
Rebecca West.
Thirty years ago
Specialist Fourth Class Timothy
R. Bailey. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Bailey. of the 614th

Military Police Co. of Murray was
a member of the State Police
Cadet Class currently underway at
Frankfort.
A Tennessee Valley Authority
Symposium was held at Murray
State University. Dr. Paul Conklin.
professor at Vanderbilt University
in Nashville, was the featured
speaker. Other speakers were TVA
Director Richard Freeman, U.S.
Senator Walter (Dee) Huddleston,
and MSU President Kala Stroup.
Forty years ago
Top officers for Calloway
County Fire-Rescue included Max
Dowdy, Gordon Wirt, Bernard
Steen. Jim Wilkinson. Randy
Linn. Jim Johnson and Edwin
Jennings.
Officers for water rescue activities of Calloway County FireRescue were Jerry Edwards and
Ricky Edwards.
Florence Hudspeth. vice-president of the Murray High School
PTA. was pictured presenting a
check to principal Eli Alexander
for the Murray High Book Fund.
Also pictured was MHS PTA
president, Robert L. Hendon.
Fifty years ago
The Murray City School system
had registered 1502 students so
far, according to Fred Schultz.
superintendent of city schools.
Bacon was advertised at 39
cents per pound in the ad for
Johnson's Grocery this week.
Sixty years ago
Murray Mayor George Hart
praised the "invaluable work" of
the Calloway County Tuberculosis
Association in a formal proclamation today.
Ann Herron served on the staff
of Charles Deering Library at
in
University
Northwestern
Evanston. Ill., this summer. She
was to resume her position at the
Murray State College library this
fall.
and Donald
Boyd
Ardath
Hughes attended the Les Paul Mary Ford concert at St. Louis.
Mo.. Aug. 23.

DEAR ABBY: While I was
out of town, my husband,'Miles."
ran into his high school girlfriend
at a party hosted by good friends
of ours. She has been through a
bad divorce, and Miles insists his
desire to keep in touch with her
is merely concern for a dear friend_
Until I put a
stop to it. he
was calling
every
her
night, talking
with her for
at least an
hour at a time
He said there
was nothing
more 10 it •

I have now
insisted that
he call her
By Abigail
once a
only
Van Buren
week and in
my presence. He's complying. but
it distresses me to hear him enjoy.
the conversation so much. Miles
truly cares about her and she
makes him laugh. He says he
loves only me and will never
leave me. He's a good man and
I believe him, but ...
How should I handle this? I
don't want to forbid him to talk
to her. but I am feeling very insecure. Am 1 foolish to let their
contact continue? We have been
married 30 years. -- THREATENED IN KENTUCKY
DEAR THREATENED: Tell
your husband you know he loves
you. has good morals and would
never leave you. but that you feel
intimidated his renewed relationship with his high school sweetheart. Tell him you know he is
kindhearted, but for YOUR mental health to please consider winding down these conversations. And
it would be a kindness for him
to recommend a counselor to his
friend to help her resolve her issues
Dear Abby

"creepy" that I do it at my son's
In my family we have
age.
always kissed on the mouth, and
I still kiss my mother this way.
Is it "weird" or inappropriate? I
didn't think so, but now I'm concerned. -- "SMOOCHY"IN TACOMA, WASH.
DEAR "SMOOCHY": Did
you also kiss your father on the
mouth? Different families have
different customs, and if your husband spent much time around your
family he should have noticed
that. I don't see anything weird
or inappropriate about the way
you kiss your child. If your son
reaches an age where it makes
him uncomfortable. I'm sure he'll
let you know
DEAR ABBY: I work in customer service and have noticed
that more than half the people
who write in abruptly end their
emails with "Please advise."
To me, it seems rude and
demanding. I feel that if a question has already beerr asked, there
is no need to follow up with this
phrase. What is the proper etiquette for using this phrase? -OFFENDED IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR OFFENDED: There is
no rule of etiquette pertaining to
the use of the phrase "please
advise.' Many individuals who
write to me for advice end their
letters that way. It's not offensive; it simply means the person
is asking for a reply.

DEAR ABBY: You give so
much great advice, I'm wondering if there is a basic principle
you abide by in order to help
guide you when giving advice. - CURIOUS READER
DEAR CURIOUS: I hadn't
really thought about it, but I suppose it's something like this: Show
up for work ready to put forth
my best effort. Be honest enough
DEAR ABBY: I'm 27 and the to admit that not everyone agrees
mother of a 6-year-old boy. I kiss with me or that I'm sometimes
him on the mouth and neser wrong. Tell the truth. Don't pull
thought twice about it until today, any punches, don't preach • and
when my husband told me it's always try to be succinct.

Moderate alcohol use is safe

after mild heart attack
DEAR DOCTOR K: My hus- tion is good for a healthy heart.
band recently had a mild heart But you are asking if it is safe
attack. He's never been much of or beneficial after a heart attack.
To find out. French scientists
a drinker, but now he wants to
have wine with dinner every night evaluated 353 men who had recovbecause he's heard that it's good ered from a first heart attack.
for the heart. What do you think? They observed them from withDEAR READER: Not long in two months of the attack for
about four years. Dunng that time,
ago a patient of mine, a 45-yearman, men who averaged two drinks a
old
asked me if day were 59 percent less likely
should to have additional cardiovascular
he
have a drink events than the men who abstained
every night to from alcohol. Heavier drinking was
less protective.
lower his risk
Providing further evidence, a
of heart disease I replied, 2010 analysis of more than 16,000
"Absolutely." patients found that moderate drinkA few months ing is safe and beneficial for peolater, another ple with cardiovascular disease.
That's reassuring -- but it doesman in his 40s
n't necessarily mean that alcohol
asked me the
By
ques- is right for your husband. Fortusame
Dr. Anthony
tion. I replied, nately, moderate alcohol intake
Komaroft
does not have a negative inter"I wouldn't."
Am I con- action with the medicines prefused? No, they were two differ- scribed most often to heart attack
ent people. and different advice patients: statins, beta blockers.
can be needed for different peo- ACE inhibitors and low-dose
ple. There are few "one size fits aspirin.
•
Why did I discourage one
all" answers in medicine.
Most people who drink alco- patiint from having a drink each
holic beverages regularly, and in day? I knew the patient had gotmoderation, have a reduced risk ten into trouble with alcohol when
of heart attack. Many studies he was younger. For that reason.
involving tens of thousands of he no longer drank. While a drink
a day probably would have reduced
people have shown that.
Although red wine gets most his risk of heart troubles, it might
of the praise, regular moderate also have started him back on
intake of white wine, beer and the road to alcohol abuse. And
liquor all have similar effects. excessive alcohol use could have
Moderate alcohol intake may pro- led to many health problems.
tect the heart by boosting levels including heart disease.
Alcohol can have powerful
of HDL ("good") cholesterol to
effects on the body (and mind),
a similar degree.
For men, the best "dose" is for good or ill. Used in moderone to. two drinks a day, count- ation. it can contribute to your
ing 5 ounces of wine. 12 ounces husband's continued recovery.
of beer, or 1 1/2 ounces of liquor
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
as one drink. Women should limit
themselves to one drink a day. and professor at Harvard Med(Heavy drinking takes a toll on ical School. To send questions.
the heart and circulation, along go to AskDoctorK-cola, or write:
with the liver and other organs.) Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
So moderate alcohol consump- Second Floor.Boston,MA 02115.)

Dr. Komaroff

Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Aug. 29,
the 241st day of 2013. There are
124 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On August 29, 1943. responding to a clampdown by Nazi occupiers during World War II. Denmark managed to scuttle most of
its naval ships.
On this date:
In 1533, the last !man King
of Peru.Atahualpa(ah-tuh-WAHUpuh). was executed on orders of
conqueror Francisco
Spanish
Pizarro.

Tbarsoby, August 29,2013 11

In 1862, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing began operations
at the United States Treasury.
In 1877, the second president
of The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints. Brigham Young.
died in Salt Lake City at age 76.
In 1944. 15.000 American
troops marched down the Champs
Elysees (shahms ay-lee-ZAY1 in
Paris as the French capital continued to celebrate its liberation
from the Nazis.
In 1953, an early version of
the animated cartoon character
Speedy Gonzales made his debut

in the Warner Bros. cartoon "Cat
Tails for Two."
In 1957. the Senate gave final
congressional approval to a Civil
Rights Act after South Carolina
Sen. Strom Thurmond. then a
Democrat, ended a filibuster that
had lasted 24 hours.
In 1958. pop superstar Michael
Jackson was born in Gary. Ind.
In 1982, Academy Award-winning actress Ingrid Bergman died
in London on her 67th birthday.
In 1987. Academy Award-winning actor Lee Marvin died in
Tucson. Ariz., at age 63.
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TAKING A
MEASURE
OF
COCONUT
Dear
Heloise:
How do you
MEASURE
COCONUT?
Tightly
packed in the
measuring cup. like brown sugar:
or loosely measured, like flour
and sugar? — Patrick C.,Colville,
Wash.
Good question, Patrick! Grated or flaked coconut should he
lightly added to a measuring
cup. then gently patted down.
Add more if needed, and level
off the top.
Brown sugar is different. It
should be packed firmly down
into the cup. to remove any air
bubbles. Don't overfill or crush
the ingredients — they should
not be hard to remove from the
measuring cup. Thinking about
coconut makes me want to bake
a cake! One of my favorites is
Heloise's Chocolate Sauerkraut
"Surprise" Cake. For this recipe,
as well as recipes for Red Velvet Cake and Mother's Tomato
Soup Cake. send $.3 and a long,

self-addressed. stamped(66 cents)
envelope to: Heloise/Cake, P.O.
Box 795001, San Antonio, TX
78279-5001. When coating a pan
while making a chocolate cake.
flour can make the cake look,
well. not so pretty. So, instead
of flour, use cocoa! Give it a
try. — Heloise
PS.: Any leftover coconut?
Sprinkle some on fresh-cooked
pancakes or waffles!
DON'T WEAR PERFUME
Dear Heloise: In response to
your recent column about not
overdoing your perfume, I have
worked in hospital settings and
would like to remind your readers that they should refrain from
wearing perfume when visiting
patients. Scents can be very upsetting (literally) to anyone who
isn't feeling well.
Many medical facilities advise
staff not to wear perfume. I can't
tell you how often I get on an
elevator or just walk down a
hallway and am overwhelmed by
the perfume smell of someone
who had gone ahead of me. —
Virginia P.. Baton Rouge, La.
HANDY PANTRY FUNNEL
Dear Heloise: Hello! Today
it was time to empty two parlaundry-detergent
tial liquid-

containers into one. I didn't have
a funnel to fit the detergent bottle.
In the pantry. I spotted some
little kids' cardboard cone-style
party hats left over from a party.
I cut the pointed end to fit snugly into the detergent bottle. No
detergent burps or spills, and the
used "funnel" went into the
garbage. — Mary, via email
HOMEMADE
AIR FRESHENER
Dear Heloise: Here's an easy
way to make a homemade air
freshener: All you do is slice
some lemons into a pot of water
and let it come to a boil. Turn
the heat off and let sit on the
stove. The aroma will waft
through your home, giving a
wonderful citrus smell. — MG..
via email
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000,San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.coni. I can't
answer your letter personally
but will use the best hints
received in my column.
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Soft mineral
Attacked
Theater award
One-celled creature
Floor covers
Crashed into
Sudan neighbor
Wine cask
Gate feature
Sweet liqueur
Beam
Gaul invader
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Reunion attendees
Needs a massage
Train station
Contrived
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Not often
Formerly
Starting bid
Entice
Oust from power
Went fast
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Went fast
Neighbor
Stop being so senous
Soft metal
Deform
Contacts, in a way
Polite denial
Pro —
Presidential nickname
Smidgen
Start of a count
Make stricter
This is one
Dress lines
Sudan neighbor
Hold power
Entertainer Rita
Modes
LARD alert
Seasonal songs
'Jane

Plot unit
Owner's document
Gangster's gun
Big galoot
Dem 's foe
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GALLOWAY COUNTY VS. MURRAY HIGH

WEEK 1
SCOREBOARD
Calloway Co. vs.
Murray High
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FRIDAY•7 P.M.• ROY STEWART STADIUM
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Paducah Tilghman at
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Fulton Co.
Franklin-Simpson at
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South Warren at
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Trigg Co. at
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Mayfield
Fort Campbell at
Russellville
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Barren Co. at
Warren East
Muhlenberg Co. at
Webster Co.
Hancock Co. at
Ohio Co.

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

Wednesday morning on the turf inside Roy Stewart Stadium.
Murray High's Jacob Baron (left) and Calloway County's Marcus Manning met formally
the Tigers and Lakers square off in The Murray Bank Crosstown
The two will meet again in the same place Friday night, this time in the trenches, as
Classic.

Christian Co. vs.
Hillsboro, Tenn.*

WINNERS OF FOUR-STRAIGITI
CROSSTOWN CLASSICS,
MURRAY HOPES TO HOLD OFF
CALLOWAY ONE MORE TIME

Union Co. vs.
Caldwell Co:
Hopkinsville vs.
West Creek, Tenn.*
*Saturday contest

By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer

2013 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CLASS 1A, DISTRICT 1
Mayfield
Russellville
Fulton City
Fulton Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1

CLASS 2A, DISTRICT 1
Ballard Mem.
Caldwell Co.
Crittenden Co.
Murray

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
1-0
1-0
0-1

CLASS 2A, DisTRIcr 2
0-0
Butler Co
O'boro Oath. 0-0
0-0
Union Co.
Hancock Co. 0-0
0-0
McLean Co.
Todd Co. Cent. 0-0

1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

CLASS 3A, DISTRICT 1
Pad. Tilghman
Webster Co.
Fort Campbell
Trigg Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1

CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 1
Madisonville-NH 0-0
0-0
Owensboro
Calloway Co. 0-0
Hopkins Cent. 0-0

1-0
1-0
0-0

Allen Co.-Scot. 0-0
Breckinridge Co.0-0
Franklin-Simp 0-0
0-0
Warren East

0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1

Even Mother Nature can't
wait for the lights of Roy
Stewart Stadium to hum Friday
night.
With summer temperatures
rising until a predicted peak during the day of the Crosstown
Classic, the Murray High Tigers
and Calloway County Lakers
will be waiting for each other in
hopes they peak that night.
The Tigers have won the last
four meetings. No matter, says
Murray High head coach Steve
Duncan.
"Well, we just came off a
loss," Duncan said referring to
the Tigers 47-26 season-opening
loss to 6A Lexington Bryan
Station. "We don't even talk
about that (Murray's four
straight wins in the series). In
fact. I did not know that.
"I knew that we have won
some but I did not know the
exact number. We don't spend
anytime talking about that. This
is a brand new game and boy,do

we have our work cut out for
us."
Duncan hasn't lost back to
back games since his first year
in 2008 — and has never dropped
three straight at the helm of the
Tigers. After falling victim to
big plays against Bryan Station
he said his Tigers will make the
proper adjustments before
Friday.
"We could have won (the
Bryan Station game)." Duncan
said. "We had a couple touchdowns we could have not had
scored against us. We were
capable of stopping them tom
scoring? Yes, but we made mental mistakes. We were not just
beat, we made mental mistakes
but that game is past and we are
learning from it."
As far as Calloway County
head coach Brad Lawson is concerned, ending the Tigers streak
is important. but more importantly this game is a measuring
stick for his Lakers.
"(This game) is going to tell
us real quick where we are at,"
Lawson said. "It's going to

Friday
Murray vs.
Calloway County
When: 7 p m
Where: Roy Stewart Stadium
Radio: WFGS, 103 7 FM WAAJ 89 7
FM
Series: Murray High leads 17-14
Records: Murray 0-1 (0-0, 1-2A1.
Calloway Co 0-0 (0-0, 1-4A)
Keys to the game: Both the Tigers
and Lakers will look to possess the ball
during Friday night's matchup If
Murray can sustain long drives against
Calloway's defense they hope to
secure a win But with Calloway's
added depth on both sides they hope
their conditioning can hold Murray to a
low score and cause multiple threeand-out situations Special teams will
play a big factor as well Whichever
team can create more turnovers limit
mental mistakes like penalties and stop
the other offense from lighting up the
scoreboard should find themselves
holding the trophy when the Hock
strikes zero

Series in Review
(Last 10 Games)
2012 Murray 35 Calloway Co 7
2011 Murray 33. Calloway Co 28
2010 Murray 28. Calloway Co 21
2009 Murray 49. Calloway Co 0
2008 Calloway Co 21, Murray 17
2007 Calloway Go, 27, Murray 21
2006 Calloway Co. 44, Murray 0
2005 Murray 32. Calloway Co 26
2002 Calloway Co 35. Murray 6
2001 Murray 31, Calloway Co. 13

answer a lot of questions real
quick during the course of the
game and after the game."
Friday's contest is also
Calloway's opener, and Lawson
wouldn't have it any other way.
U See CLASSIC, 13A

Calloway-Murray rivalry unlike any other
tems.
This community will be divided for the
next 48 hours. It starts tonight with two
soccer matches. It continues Friday at
Stewart Stadium. In some ways. it goes on
365 days a year.
As rivalries go, there trait.
But the division stems from great pride
Some are historic. (Think Tilghman- in both systems — as well it should be.
are many things that make
Murray-Calloway Mayfield). Some are systematic. (Think
the
And it also stems from the fact that the
Marshall-Graves). Some are monumental
County rivalry unique.
districts are linked together — whether
two
Friday, another chapter and likely happen twice a year. (Think they want to be or not. They battle on
in the Crosstown Classic Trinity-St. Xavier).
Fridays — and worship together on
This one, more than anything, is incesis slated to be written at
Sundays. Parents work together. We have a
Stewart Stadium. As our tuous.
with divided loyalties.
famously said "A house divid- lot of marriages
friends in McCracken
the relationship
highlights
WOK County discovered last ed Lincoln
Nothing
against itself cannot stand." (I think he
SCOOP Friday, a football game said it. It's on the Internet, but most of the between Murray Independent Schools and
Schools than these two
David
that brings an entire com- things about presidents on the Internet are Calloway County
facts:
munity together is special. not true).
Ramey
The football stadium at Murray High is
This one certainly is.
Sorry Abe.
the legendary
This community stands united. United named after Ty Holland,
And although all nvalnes bring something
from
graduated
Holland
Ty
coach.
Tiger
sysschool
great
unique to the event - this one has a special as a community with two

BLOODLINES AND ROOTS RUN DEEP IN
0-1
FRIENDLIEST SMALI,TOWN'S NIOST FIERCELY
CLASS 4A, Disnucr 2 ANTICIPATED PREP FOOTBALL GAME OF THE YEAR

CLASS SA, Disnucr 1
Hopkinsville
Ohio Co
Graves Co
Apollo
Christian Co

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

CLASS 6A, Disnucr 1
'tienderson Co
Marshall Co
Daviess Co
McCracken Co

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Tyler Paschall (above) and Murray's
Dylan Boone (below) put the Crosstown Classic trophy
on the line Friday night.

INSIDE:
See page 14 for profiles
of Murray's Jacob Baron
and Calloway's Justen
Pollack.
Almo High Sch(x)I - a Calloway C(unt\
product.
The football stadium at Calloway
County is named after Dr. Jack Rose. after
his long-time tenure as superintendent at
Calloway. Jack Rose graduated from
Murray High School.
The schools compete.The athletes compete. Competition drives excellence from
both school systems. Since 1979, that has
been highlighted with a football rivalry.
My own invovlernent in the Crosstown
See RAY,13A
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Staff Report
The Murray High Lady Tigers
brought home a second place finish, while the Tigers finished
fourth at the McCracken County
Invitational Saturday in Paducah.
The Lady Tigers were paced
by Kayleigh House and Kenzley
Spits, who finished fifth and
sixth respectively. House finished
with a 22:32.97, while Sparks finished right on her heels with a
22:38.69.
Claire Wilson finished 10th
for the Lady Tigers with a
2307.25, while Bethany Vogt,
Rayleigh Blanc,Sydney Vogt and
Prestley Blanc each finished
12th-15th for Murray High.
The Murray boys were paced
by Adam Lamkin, who finished
second overall with an 18:21.78,
followed by Quinnen Taylor who
brought home seventh place hardware with a 19:35.09.
The Tigers other top finishers
included Tommy Speed (14th),
Nate Wray (28)and Cody Rogers
(41).

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Bobby Petrino hasn't had
a week like this in almost 20
months.
He last prepared to coach a
game in January 2012 at
Arkansas and the Razorbacks
defeated Kansas State 29-16 in
the Cotton Bowl. Four months
later,the school dismissed Petrino
for misleading officials about a
• motorcycle accident involving his
mistress.
Petrino has found a reprieve at
Western Kentucky and is back
game-planning with a team coming off its first bowl game. In first
games back he'll square off
against two former Southeastern
Conference foes, Kentucky and
Tennessee.
The Hilltoppers open the season Saturday night against the
Wildcats in Nashville before
heading to Knoxville the following week to face the Volunteers.
Petrino says he lives for such
challenges and is just thankful to
be back in the game.
"That's always a fun time for
me," Petrino said of preparing for
a game. "I love going through the
process and how we introduce
what our schemes are, how we go
out and practice it, how we have
our players understand what our
plan is and what we expect from
our opponent.
"I'm excited about our football
team. I think we've done a lot of
good things. We have a lot of

good things. We have a lot of
improvement that we need ahead
of us. Well line up Saturday night
and see where we're at."
This next chapter in Petrino's
coaching career begins against
Kentucky's Mark Stoops, in his
first head coaching position after
successful stints as defensive
coordinator at Florida State and
Arizona. Petrino comes in with a
4-1 record against the Wildcats as
a coach at Louisville and
Arkansas,but he said that statistic
doesn't matter at this stop.
"It's our team, it's our players
that we have right now," Petrino
said."We have to get ready to go
win a game and were going to
work extremely hard on our
plan."
One number that stands out is
Petrino's 8-0 record in season
openers, which WKU aims to
keep perfect by following up on
last season's 32-31 overtime victory over Kentucky in Lexington.
The win was key in helping the
Hilltoppers (7-6) earn a berth in
the Little Caesars Pizza Bowl.
The Hilltoppers have a new
starting quarterback in redshirt
junior Brandon Doughty, who
will be leading the Hilltoppers'
spread offense that has helped
make Petrino successful.
Doughty. who tore his anterior
cruciate ligament against Indiana
State early in 2011 and was third
string last season, is also happy to
be back in action after watching

from the sidelines.
"It's awesome," Doughty said
"God has blessed me so much
and going through that injury I
was away from game planning
not as much as I wanted to do
This year I'm really studying that
film and meeting with Petrino
and meeting with coach (Jeff)
Brotun and really getting after it."
Petrino was getting after it
even before WKU hired him in
December. He studied video of
NFL and college games during
his hiatus and had earmarked the
people that now comprise his
coaching staff.
Since his introductory news
conference. Petrino hasn't specifically discussed his firing by
Arkansas in April 2012 for a "pattern of misleading behavior" following the accident that injured
him and eventually revealed his
mistress was a passenger. But he
said the embarrassing episode has
changed him into someone now
focused on his family and players.
Petrino's grateful for the
opportunity at WKU and believes
the Hilltoppers have the ability to
be successful.
"I think we understand what
our game plan is and our players
have worked hard at it." Petrino
said. "We're going to continue to
teach and continue to test them
and see where were at and refine
the game plan. Were moving in
the right direction."

some rest between series they eight yard gain it's okay. It's fine
should last longer into the third we'll just play the next play but
and fourth quarter and hopefully what we can't have him 'doing
stop Tiger quarterback Dylan his have him running up and
Boone from creating big plays.
down the field."
"We feel like at the end of
Duncan said Calloway's
games we won't be as gassed increased depth has added a new
and tired and physically beat twist to the series but he hasn't
up." Lawson said. "We really changed his attitude in preparing
won't know until Friday when for the Lakers.
the lights come on and they're
"I thought Calloway looked
thrown into the fire and there's exceptionally good in running
another team over there that's a the offense they have been runreally good football team. But ning when they scrimmaged
with them, even with our defen- Graves," Duncan said. "We are
siye line going one way we really respectful of them and
know (Murray) is going to come really working hard because we
right at us.
know they are very good.
"When (Boone) has the ball
"Boy, Calloway wow. They
we need to tackle him," Lawson are two-platooning and that was
said. If he gets a six or seven or a concern for us last week. They

really look precise on offense
and their defense flew to the
football. So, we have our work
cut out for us."
With the summer temps
being as mild as they were during the preseason,the rising heat
could play a factor late into the
game but both coaches are sure
their teams can live up to the
challenge.
While the game plans are
being set nothing is for sure until
the pads come on Friday night.
Kickoff is scheduled for 7
p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium
when both squads will battle for
a year's worth of bragging rights
and a chance to raise a trophy
over their heads.

•Classic...
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Lady Tigers WKU's Petrino prepares for UK
finish 2nd,
Tigers take
4th at
McCracken
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From Page 12A
"It's good for us to go out
against a quality football program that is well coached and
has some really good football
players to see where we stack up
right now," Lawson said. "Then
we can just move to the next
eek
"Playing quality teams like
Murray will help us get to that
next step (of finishing above
.500)."
The difference,for Calloway,
between 2012 and 2013 is an
increase in depth on both sides.
of the ball. Only one Laker,
Justen Pollack, is playing on
both sides of the ball.
Lawson said since his offensive and defensive lines can get
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KHSAA
Prop Boys Soccer
Today
Calloway Co at Murray high 7 30 p m
Lyon Co at Ballard Memorial. 7 15 p m
Massac Co III at Community Chnstan.
5 p.m
Graves Co at Maylwed 7 p
McCracken Co IS Paducah Tilghman
7 30 p m
Christen Co at St Mary, 7 15 p m
Prep Girls Soccer
Today
Calloway Co at Murray High, 5 30 p m
Lyon Co at Ballard Memorial. 5 30 p m
Graves Co at Mayfield. 5 30 P
McCracken Co at Paducah Tilghman
5 45 p m
Caldwell Co at Trigg Co. 7 p m
Prop Volleyball
Today
Murray High at CCA. 5 p m
Mayfield at Ballard Memorial. 530 p m
Fulton City at Dyer Co., Tenn . 6 p m
Crittenden Co at Graves Co 7p m
Carlisle Co at Hickman Co 6 p m
Christian Fellow at Marshall Co . 5 p m
Massac Co . IN at Pad Tilghman 5 p m
Union Co at Tngg Co., 7 p m

or

College Football
Ohio Valley Conference
Today
Robert Morns at Eastern Kentucky, 6
p.m

•Ramey...
From Page 12A
Classic started in 1985, as a student at Murray State. when I
drifted over to see the two schools
play at Ty Holland. I was hooked
immediately.
I started working pan-time
here at the Ledger & Times in
1987. Full-time in 4989.
Shortly after I started working
here full-time, the late Walt
Apperson, our publisher at the
time, pulled me aside.
"Ramey. I'm getting complaints about you," he said.
Terrified I asked him what
those were.
"The people at Murray say
you're for Calloway and the people at Calloway say you're for
Murray," Walt said.
Then he grinned.
"That means you're doing
exactly what I want you to do."
So when I came back to the
Ledger & Times again in
December,I knew what to expect.
I have heard it before and again:
"you guys favor Calloway." "It's

You're Invited...
ft'

We will be celebrating our NEW Murray-Calloway
County Office at 1445 Lowes Drive on Friday,
August 30. Join us at 11:00 a.m. for a Chamber
of Commerce Ribbon Cutting, followed by special
recognitions from our President and CEO, Marty
Nichols. Come enjoy free refreshments, giveaways
and much more as we celebrate our new office!
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all about Murray."
I know since I've been
involved in the last 25 years,during my tenure as sports editor and
since, we try to balance the coverage very hard. We try to be fair to
both schools. Your perspective
colors how you see that. But I do
know that we bend over backwards to try and make sure that
our coverage is neither black and
gold or red and Columbia blue.
We try to make it black and white.
My perspective on the rivalry
has changed somewhat through
the years. I watched as a reporter,
broadcasted the game, and sat in
the stands as a fan and as a parent.
I have always seen excellence
from both school districts.
And even though my son is a
graduate of Murray High and my
daughter is currently in school,
here is the ditty little secret that
Walt figured out years ago.
I like them both.
We all have plenty to be
proud.
And we will celebrate it again
over the next couple of days.

MB GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!
4

Ledger & Times

LIT 44aron at LIT-Chattarquge 6 30 p m
SEMO at Southeastern LOL1WIa. 7 p.m
Cumberland at Tennessee Tech, 7 p.m
Saturday
Murray St at Missouri 6pm
Jacksonville St at Alabama St. 5 p.m
Ausan Peay at Tennessee 5 p m.
Eastern Illinois at San Diego St 7 p.m
Top 25
Thursday
North Carolina at No 6 South Carolina 5
pro
No 24 USC at Hawaii, 10 pm
Saturday
UMass at No 23 Wisconsin 11 a or
Buffalo at No 2 Ohio St 11 em
Toledo at No 10 Florida, 11 21 am
Rice at No 7 Texas A&M noon
Miss St al Oklahoma St 2 30 p m
Temple at No 14 Notre Dame, 2 30 p m
Cent Mich at No 17 Michigan. 230
pro
NoChOlIS St at No 3 Oregon 3 p m
No 1 Alabama at Va Tech. 4 30 p m
East Wash at No 25 Oregon St , 5 p m
La -Monroe at No 16 Oklahoma,6 p.m
No 5 George at No 8 Clemson. 7 p.m
New Mexico St at No 15 Texas. 7 p.m
Wyoming at No 18 Nebraska, 7 p.m
No 12 LSU at No 20 TCU. 8 p m
Nevada at No 21 UCLA,9 p m
No 19 Boise St at Washington, 9 p m
No 22 Northwestem at Cal 9 30 p m
Sunday
Ohio at No 9 Louisville 230 pm

111i;Irk 13ank.

FDIC

www.ThinkFNB.com
(270) 767-1240
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CROSSTOWN CLASSIC: MURRAY vs. CALLOWAY COUNTY
Murray's Jacob Baron a taker's Justen Pollack a
key cog in Tiger trenches true two-way player
CEREBRAL LEADER KEEPS TIGERS ON TRACK

Calloway County's Justen
Pollack is what any coach would
want in a senior leader.
Pollack is the only two-way
playerfor the Lakers at the start
of the regular season. He will be
their primary running back and
only senior on offense.

Jacob Baron is one of the
offensive leaders for the Murray
High Tigers. At 5-9, he's not one
of the biggest lineman, but he's
been a real leader on both sides
of the hall.
L&T: What is it like going
into your senior year as one of the
leaders on this football team?
JB: It's
really different .
You're really on the
other side
of the spectrum now.
When I was
a freshman.
you people
like Robert
Olive and
Matt Deese - those guys were the
leaders. Now, the whole thing is
mirrored. You are that guy that
everyone looks up to you. I'm
lucky. I'm glad to be on this team
right now.
L&T: What's it been like
plugging in some new guys up
front'?
JB: We have some guys in
some new place. It comes with
time and experience. You don't
really know who to play varsity
football until you hae had a couple of games under your belt. For
a couple of people, that game
against Bryan Station was their
first game. I think we did really
well. We didn't come out with the
outcome we wanted, we wanted
to win. But these guys are going
to be ready for any team.
L&T: You are not the biggest
lineman around - what is the key
to your performance?
JB: It all comes down to the
technique. I'm not the biggest but I am one of the fastest on the
team. I do bring it. I'm strong and
I'm also smart. Not to pat myself
on the back - but I'm a smart lineman.
L&T: Which do you prefer -

BARN

SENIOR RB/LB ONLY LAKER PLATOONING

L&T: What is the major difference
between
2013
the
Laker football team
last
and
season's?
JP:
Starting off
it's obvious
our
that
offense is
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger 8. Times
young this
Murray High's Jacob Baron clears a path against year. We have two freshman
Reidiand last season in Paducah. Baron is a key cog on starters, one starting on the line
and one at wideout. We have a
Murray High's offensive and defensive lines.
sophomore heavy line and a big
the offensive side or the defensive thing, but you have to focus and change at quarterback in sophoget the job done and be ready to
•
side?
more Cole Stetson. As far as
JB: 1 always say I like the play.
defense goes, it's the exact oppoL&T: What was your experioffensive side of the football. I
site. We have a lot of people
love it when our team scores. You ence like with NASA this sumfrom last year coming back,
make that block and we get six mer?
helping us out there. So. I think
JB: All my linemates are callpoints on the scoreboard. But
big change is experience on
the
deep down.I'm a defensive mind- ing me "Rocket Boy" because I
defense and not as much on
want
just
I
much.
talk about it so
ed person.
offense.
L&T: Last year's class left to let all the other kids that anyL&T: What have you seen as
and
with four wins over Calloway. Is thing is possible. Pursue math
biggest difference between
the
that a goal for this year's senior science fields. I want to be an
interactions so far this
player
engineer when I grow up. This
class?
season?
and
much
so
me
helped
program
great
a
have
to
is
goal
JB: Our
JP: This year between the
season and be state champions. cemented that idea. It was just
players it would be in the locker
a
was
It
opportunity.
great
a
such
obstacle
Calloway is just another
room. Everyone knows each
to that goal. They are a good team two-week program - we said it
We have that brotherhood
other.
shortbut
days
14
longest
the
was
and
- they are well organized
with the lower
especially
bond,
they are just another obstacle for est two weeks in our lives. It was
throughout
Obviously
classes.
the
at
were
We
cool.
so
us.
up with
grow
you
school
high
L&T: Have you had any con- University of Houston-Clear
like
seems
it
and
guys
same
the
to
was
program
versations with the younger guys Lake. Our whole
we have more chemistry.
about what it is like to play in prepare a hypothetical mission to
L&T: How do you like being
Stewart Stadium on Friday night? Mars. You are interacting with
only two way player and
JB: We told them that it is different people from around the the
comes with that responsiwhat
from
going to be a great time. It's a lot world. There were people
different having a bigger audi- 22 countries around the world. It bility'?
JP: I've enjoyed it. I realize
ence of fans. But I've told my was such a great opportunity to
responsibility is going to be
the
friends.
become
and
people
meet
game.
another
just
it's
teammates,
As a running back, you
tough.
-David Ramey
loved it.
You can be pumped and every-
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RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Justen Pollack shakes a MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins would-be tackler during a home game last
season at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
get the ball a few times a game
and running full speed every
time will be tough. I think i can
do it, I know it's going to be
tough. It's just something I'll
have to get used to.
L&T: Which side of the ball
do you enjoy playing more'?
JP: That's a tough one. If I
had to pick, not that i like it better but for what the team needs it
would be offense.
:L&T: Has the heat caused
any concern amongst the players
since it has been cooler this summer?
JP: The heat has been tough
but it's just one of those things
you have to fight through it. You
have to forget about it.
L&T: Amongst the players,
do you guys go out to practice
with more intensity or treat it
like preparing for any other
game?
JP: Everyone thinks the
Murray game is the most important game we're going to have.
But, honestly we have to treat
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every game like it's the state
championship game. We have to
go out there with enthusiasm but
at the same time since it is
Murray we do put a lot more
emphasis on this game. In practices people are going out to
practices expecting to get better
and I don't know if it's just
because it's Murray week or the
season is starting but something
has definitely changed.
L&T: Has the community
changed during this week in
terms of excitement toward you
and your team'?
JP: Oh yeah. A lot of people
have been coming up to me asking me if I'm ready for this week.
L&T: How excited have you
guys been in these past couple
weeks not to just play Murray
but to begin the regular season?
JP: We're pumped. You can
tell their is a huge difference,
we've been practicing and its
here. This game is finally here
and you can just tell everyone is
ready to go. - Nick Dolan
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Mike Garland & Jeremy Grogan --

Good Luck Lakers & Tigers!
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